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Abstract
A MIXED-METHODS EXAMINATION OF RACIAL DIFFERENCES IN
FEMALES' PERCEPTIONS AND EXPERIENCES OF SEXUAL OBJECTIFICATION
Ellyn E. Leighton-Herrmann, Ph.D
A dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy at Virginia Commonwealth University
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2014
Advisors: Maghboeba Mosavel, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Department of Social and
Behavioral Health; Kellie Carlyle, Ph.D., Program Director, Department of Social and
Behavioral Health

Sexual objectification has become a pervasive problem, negatively affecting the mental
and physical health of many women. Understanding the influence of visual media, social-support
networks and social interactions on young women's health is essential to addressing issues
related to objectification. We do not have an in-depth understanding of how Black and White
young adult women make meaning of objectification. Further, the existing literature suggests that
experiences of objectification are likely different for Black and White women. The current
research employed two studies, one qualitative and one quantitative, to address these particular
gaps.
Study 1 used focus groups to assess young Black and White women’s attitudes and
experiences related to objectification. Four focus groups were conducted with university
students, two with White women (N=11) and two with Black women (N=17). Results indicated
that sexual objectification is a complex and unfortunate reality in the women’s daily lives; driven

by the media, men and even other women. Participants’ immediate responses to objectifying
experiences are multi-faceted and the potential consequences of long-term exposure can be
detrimental to a woman’s well-being. Racial differences arose in relation to standards of beauty
as well as examples of and reactions to objectifying experiences.
Study 2 study assessed two different models of sexual objectification for White and
Black women. Female, undergraduate and graduate students completed an online questionnaire
about sources of objectification; 155 White women and 173 Black women were included in the
analyses. The results suggest there are significant relationships between certain sociocultural
sources of objectification, body image preoccupation and the associated consequences of
depression, eating disturbances. Skin color dissatisfaction was an additional negative outcome
for Black participants. The models for Black and White participants were not equivalent.
Understanding how women experience sexual objectification and racial differences has
implications for how objectification and related outcomes are measured. This information also
has implications for developing appropriately tailored programming related to the objectification
and psychological well-being of women. The information from these studies can hopefully be
used to inform individuals of the risks associated with sexual objectification, as well as develop
educational programs on college campuses.

Chapter 1 Background and Significance

Introduction
Through various media, American culture promotes and sexually objectifies the female
body type1–4. Sexual objectification occurs when a female’s body is separated from who she is as
a person, and characterizes who she is as an individual3. The sexual objectification of women in
America has become a pervasive problem that negatively impacts the well-being of millions of
women5–7. Associated consequences of sexual objectification include both mental and physical
health issues, such as body image preoccupations, depression and eating disturbances3,8–11.
Pressure to conform to the ideal body types often portrayed and objectified in society,
particularly the media, is associated with body-image preoccupation, including selfobjectification (as manifested by self-surveillance behavior) and body shame8,12–15. Both selfsurveillance and body shame have predicted disordered-eating behaviors, in addition to other
unhealthy behaviors (e.g., smoking and tanning) and mental health problems8,15–18.
Understanding the critical influence of the visual media, social-support networks and
social interactions on young women's mental health is essential to addressing the personal and
health-related consequences of sexual objectification. Much of the research regarding the sexual
objectification of women and how it is perpetuated has focused predominantly on White females.
Further, the existing objectification literature suggests that experiences of sexual and selfobjectification are likely different for Black and White women, and the current model proposed
by objectification theory may not encompass racial and ethnic differences in sexual and selfobjectification. Therefore, it is important for additional research to examine these racial and
1

ethnic differences in order to better address the issue of self-objectification and its related
consequences.
The current project employed a two-study approach. Study 1 employed focus groups to
qualitatively investigate experiences of sexual objectification for Black and White young adult
females as well as explored possible racial differences in reports of experiences. Study 2
quantitatively assessed two different models of sexual objectification, one for White women and
another for Black women. The results from Study 1 informed and supported the variables
measured in Study 2. The focus group data also provided additional context for interpreting the
results of Study 2. The results from this research project may contribute to the development of
comprehensive education and awareness programs that underscore the role of social support
networks, social interactions and visual media as sources of sexual objectification, as well as
their potential to cultivate self-objectification, body shame and subsequent negative coping
strategies. In a culture that encourages, promotes and socially sanctions the sexual objectification
of women1, it would not be possible to protect women from all sources of sexual objectification.
Therefore, understanding its impact and educating young women about sources and
consequences of sexual objectification may help women recognize and limit the impact of the
physical and mental health outcomes and preserve quality of life6,19.
Background and Significance
The mass media are dominant portals through which culture is disseminated. Television
and magazines are just two of the channels that propagate a strong emphasis on sex and the
female body3,20,21. Females who look to the media as an important source of information
regarding physical appearance are more likely to internalize the beauty ideals being portrayed;
thereby becoming susceptible to the negative consequences associated with internalization22.
Further, interpersonal forms of sexual objectification can also negatively impact women,
2

including appearance-focused commentary as well as sexually evaluative remarks that
communicate the cultural ideal of beauty23,24. Negative appearance feedback has predicted selfsurveillance, body comparison, self-esteem, as well as disordered eating15,25.
Persistent sexual objectification has predicted self-objectification, which is often
associated with negative mental health consequences3,4. People are aware of standards set by
their culture, and focus their attention on comparing themselves to these standards to limit the
discrepancy between the two. If a woman is unable to limit the inconsistencies, negative feelings
about her body may develop26–29. By incorporating the societal ideals of beauty to the extent that
it becomes one of the guiding principles in her day to day decision making, feelings of severe
shame can develop when the woman is unable to meet the internalized standards4,6,8. She can
characterize this as a “failure” within herself. Research suggests that college women who report
feelings of body dissatisfaction also report increased internalization of the standards of beauty
promoted by the media30,31.
Mental Health Consequences
The psychological consequences of repeated and frequent exposure to sexually
objectifying experiences are of great public health concern. Many undergraduate females believe
the cultural ideal for beauty can be achieved with time and effort by engaging in certain
appearance management behaviors. Unfortunately, many of these behaviors (e.g., disordered
eating, excessive exercise, tanning, and smoking) are associated with varying levels of healthrelated risk32.
At any given time, approximately 40% to 45% of girls and young women are using
various methods to attempt weight loss, often motivated by some level of body dissatisfaction33.
Women reporting higher levels of self-objectification may be less likely to work out for health
related reasons and be motivated more by appearance34. These women are also more likely to
3

over exercise. Additionally, over half of college women have skipped meals, approximately onethird have restricted calories, fats and/or carbohydrates, and about one-fourth have fasted for
more than 24 hours35.
Sociocultural theories of eating disorders suggest that the pressure put on females to
conform to thin cultural standards plays a critical role in the development of eating disorders16.
Since the 1980s, literature on eating disorders has frequently referenced a cultural preoccupation
with a thin physique and attractive appearance36. Self-objectification is a critical risk factor for
body image preoccupation, which is a central component of eating disorders4,37. Thus, there is
sufficient research linking self-objectification to disordered eating attitudes and
behaviors18,23,25,30,38,39. This relationship is likely mediated by the body shame and appearance
anxiety resulting from internalization of media-promoted standards of beauty and subsequent
self-surveillance30. The ideal body types promoted by the media, in coordination with a
weakened body image, may prompt the development of disordered eating due to the struggle
with achieving this ideal body image. An estimated 10% of females will have some form of a
diagnosable eating disorder in their lifetime33,40. Although this proportion may seem small, this is
merely a sub-set of a larger spectrum of eating behaviors that, while not meeting diagnostic
criteria for an eating disorder, still result in significant psychological and physical impairment.
The consequences of sexual objectification extend beyond eating disturbances to include
other overt behaviors such as skin tanning and substance use19,41–44. Additional mental health
consequences include the negative psychological outcomes of appearance anxiety, body shame
self-esteem and depression12,34,45–47. Greater body shame has predicted depression in multiple
studies48–50. Furthermore, research in objectification theory found objectification can put women
at risk for self-harm, as self-objectification predicted depression, which predicted self-harm in
college women41. Sexual objectification has also been linked to substance abuse directly and
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indirectly via self-objectification, body shame and depression19.
Due to the frequent nature of sexual objectification in American culture, women in the
United States live their lives in a sexually objectifying environment1. Body image
preoccupations and depression are detrimental to a woman’s physical and mental health. Thus,
minimizing the impact of sexual objectification is critical to preserving and enhancing women’s
overall health and well-being. Since young women are particularly susceptible to sexual
objectification and subsequent self-objectification, college women are a population of
interest51,52. Notably, the majority of the extensive literature supporting the relationships between
sexual objectification and various negative outcomes is based within predominantly White
samples. As such, there is a gap in the objectification literature regarding minority populations
and how their experiences compare to those of White women. The likelihood of racial and
cultural differences in how women experience and respond to sexual objectification also needs to
be incorporated into this research. If the impact of various cultural media can be better
understood, this information could influence proactive, culturally tailored approaches to
addressing sexual and self-objectification for college women.

5

Chapter 2 Literature Review

Objectification Theory
Objectification theory provides a comprehensive framework for understanding how sociocultural
pressures are translated into risks and consequences for females and their body in a culture that
tends to focus on their objectification (See Figure 1). Objectification theory posits that females in
Western societies are socialized to internalize observers’ objectified viewpoints of their body,
causing a preoccupation with their physical appearance and adopting an objectified viewpoint of
their own body3,30. This can include specific parts of their body which they feel identify their
appearance, or their body as a whole. This theory extends from the theory of sexual
objectification; portraying the female form as a commodity or focal point of male desire53,54.
While objectification theory has been tested primarily in samples of White, female college
students6, it has also been extended to lesbian women, Black women and men11,55,56.

Figure 1: Model of objectification theory

Source: Fredrickson and Roberts (1997)3
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Sexual Objectification
Sexual objectification occurs through various cultural practices which emphasize women
as sex objects. A female’s body characterizes who she is as an individual3. When a woman is
objectified, she is viewed as “a body” or an object, not as a person or individual. One of the more
subtle and ubiquitous forms of sexual objectification occurs in the form of an objectifying gaze
or stare3,15. This form of objectification occurs in a variety of settings, including interpersonal
and social encounters, visual media depicting these types of encounters, as well as visual media
focusing on the sexual objectification of women’s bodies and body parts3.
Some researchers have classified sexual objectification as either external or internalized9.
External sexual objectification occurs in three dominant forms, cultural, interpersonal and
immersed. Cultural sources of sexual objectification include depictions of women in the media or
portrayal of the thin-ideal physique9,57,58. Interpersonal experiences of external objectification
can include inappropriate sexual remarks about one’s body, catcalling and unwanted sexual
advances9,24,25. Immersed forms of sexual objectification include exposure to objectifying
environments, such as restaurants that sexually objectify female employees (e.g., Hooters).
Internalized sexual objectification occurs when the experiences of external objectification are
internalized and it is often referred to as self-objectification. For the purposes of this research,
external sexual objectification will be referred to as “sexual objectification” and the internalized
objectification will be referred to as “self-objectification.”
Self-Objectification
Frequent and persistent sexual objectification is a primary contributing factor to selfobjectification. Self-objectification occurs when a female internalizes the outsider’s objectified
view of her body, and this perception of her body begins to characterize who she believes she is
as an individual4. Self-objectification causes a female to think about and value her body from a
7

third-person perspective, focusing on physical traits (e.g., “How do I look?”) as opposed to
internal attributes. The internalization of the societal standards of attractiveness can cause
women to believe that their body needs to look a certain way; leading some women to become
preoccupied with changing their body to meet the cultural standard3,4,59.
Self-objectification is characterized by habitual monitoring of the body’s appearance (i.e.,
self-surveillance)4. Self-surveillance is the process of a female viewing herself as she perceives
that others do. Being aware of how they appear to others enables women to try to compensate for
any discrepancy between their perceived body image and the perceived body ideals. This action
is essential in order for a woman to decrease the chance of negative judgment from others for not
conforming to cultural standards4. Although all women do not respond in the same manner to
repeated sexual objectification, self-objectification and self-surveillance can promote appearance
anxiety and body shame3,12,60, which may lead to unhealthy appearance management
behaviors4,38,60.
While self-objectification and self-surveillance have been used interchangeably in the
literature61, some researchers argue that self-objectification leads to, but is not synonymous with,
self-surveillance50. Whether self-surveillance is used as an analogous measure or as a
manifestation of self-objectification varies between studies. For the purposes of this project,
self-surveillance will be measured as the manifestation of self-objectification, as supported by
the model of objectification theory3 (Figure 1).
Objectification of an Ideal Body Type
Many researchers contend that the ideal body shape is a product of cultural evolution62,63.
Over the past few decades, as the shape of the average woman has increased, the idealized
standard for feminine beauty has become thinner and thinner. From the middle ages until the turn
of the 20th century, a woman with a voluptuous, “reproductive” figure and full stomach and hips
8

was viewed as attractive63. It was not until the 20th century that a thin physique was paired with
sexual attractiveness, and women began to move toward becoming thinner36,62,64. The trend
toward thinness began with the youthful, boyishness of flapper fashion in the 1920s63. In order to
obtain this desired body shape, women began using starvation diets and engaging in intense
exercise routines. After a temporary return to a more shapely figure in the 1950s, the trend
continued downward to the “heroin chic” model favored by the fashion community in the
1990s63. Models were encouraged to appear thin and worn-out and female models of the mid1990s weighed nearly 25% less than the average woman65. The ideal female form that continues
to be promoted and objectified in the media tends to be underweight, and the market for
slimming and weight-loss techniques has grown exponentially66. Moreover, the rapid expansion
of media technology has increased exposure of these images to more and more women67.
Cultivation theory. Cultivation theory has been used to examine and better understand
how extensive repeated exposure to media gradually shapes consumers’ views of the real world
and social reality over time68 (See Figure 2). Developed in the 1970s by George Gerbner and
colleagues, cultivation theory initially focused almost entirely on how television aids in shaping,
or “cultivating,” viewers’ social reality68. Gerbner posited that mass media disseminate and
perpetuate particular beliefs and standards already present in a culture, thereby cultivating certain
attitudes and values within viewers. This theory is commonly used by mass communication
scholars to understand the relationship between media exposure and body image disturbances.
The ideal body type fostered in American culture is pervasive in the visual media. The media
communicates the societal standard of attractiveness to its viewers, thereby cultivating a body
ideal to which women are encouraged to compare themselves. From a cultivation theory
perspective, women are then idealized and more socially valued if they conform to this ideal
body shape69. People who expose themselves to mass media more often are more likely to
9

construct their reality of the ideal body type based on the perspectives framed by television and
other media sources70.
Figure 2: Model of cultivation theory

Source: Hawkins and Pingree (1983)157

Portrayal of Women in the Media
Advertisements, movies, television programs, magazines, and music videos are just a few
of the mass media outlets that place a strong emphasis on the objectification of the female
body3,20,21. The vast expansion of media within American society coincides directly with the
change in values of body type. Women are inundated with media messages telling them what
they should consider important or beautiful on a daily basis71,72. In Western media, a woman’s
worth often depends on being young and attractive, and her main responsibilities include
maintaining their youthful beauty and tending to the men in their life21,73.
The ideal body images portrayed in the media, namely very tall, thin and narrow-hipped
young women21, are unrealistic and unobtainable for most women5,61. This specific set of
idealized physical attributes are seen in less than 5% of women21. Some fashion media have
begun banning models under a specified weight ratio due to how frail and emaciated many
models are becoming74,75. These idealistic and constricted views of the female body become a
10

serious concern when they are internalized and seen as representative of real life21. The pervasive
input of visual media in our society has led women to believe that failure to conform to the
cultural ideal will lead to ridicule related to their physical shape63,76–78.
Internalization of the Societal Standards Promoted by the Media
An integral component of the impact of sexual objectification is the internalization of the
beauty ideals being promoted and objectified by society, the media in particular. Internalization
involves the incorporation of the societal ideals of feminine attractiveness to the extent that it
becomes one of the guiding principles in day to day decision making22. In other words, the
societal ideal controls choices regarding what to wear, what to eat, and/or how much to exercise.
Internalization can cause a woman to believe her body needs to look a certain way in order for
her to be both socially and economically successful and desirable, leading to a preoccupation
with changing her body to meet this cultural standard3,4. The internalization of the thin-ideal
images a female sees in the media may lead her to believe she is less than desirable if she does
not meet these generally unrealistic body images22. The extent to which a female internalizes the
images she sees in the media will guide the extent to which she is negatively affected by these
images22.
Racial Differences in Sexual Objectification
Research in objectification theory has been predominately focused on the experiences
and media depictions of White females. As such, the current conceptualization of objectification
theory may not fully capture the experiences of Black women. For example, historically, body
weight has not tended to be as prominent a factor in the Black community as in the White
community79. In a comparison study of Black and White women, both groups of women tended
to prefer a curvaceous shape80. However, White women preferred this ideal to be slender, while
Black women preferred a curvier shape and larger buttocks. Some research suggests that White
11

women experience greater body dissatisfaction than Black women81–83, and in a sample of British
university students, African-Caribbean females reported higher levels of body appreciation than
White females84. In regard to body-size preference, White women report a more slender female
figure as attractive to men in comparison to Black women85. In a study examining at what BMI
body image discrepancy arises, researchers found that White women experienced body image
discrepancy at a lower BMI, 24.6 versus 29.2 for Black women; which is below the overweight
criterion for BMI (BMI ≥ 25).
Additional research supports the negative impact of the objectification of the mainstream
thin-ideal on White women83,86,87. However, studies comparing the adverse effects of the
sociocultural pressures to be thin suggest that Black females appear to be buffered due to a
cultural acceptance of a shapelier body type, as well as more flexibility in their weight and body
shape in relation to standards of attractiveness88–94. Additional research suggests that racial
identity may also help protect Black women from body image preoccupation and eating
disturbances95.
Furthermore, given the continued pervasive influence of racism, skin color also plays a
significant role in perceptions of ideal beauty for Black women as well as hair and facial
features79,91,96–100. For example, dark-skinned women have been viewed as less successful,
popular, happy, in love, physically attractive, intelligent and healthy than light-skinned Black
women101. These perceptions are similar to how overweight people are viewed in American
society. Therefore, while Black women may appreciate a heavier figure, they can still face
discrimination related to other aspects of their physical appearance. Skin tone can influence
ratings of attractiveness102, and increased skin color satisfaction is related to more positive body
image perspectives100. Persistent self-monitoring of skin tone has predicted specific both skin
color dissatisfaction and depression56. However, weight concerns are a growing issue for the
12

younger, Black female community, as they, too, are inundated with media promoting the ideal
body type as a thin one79,91. Further evidence suggests that body dissatisfaction is not limited to
White women, including a 2009 report suggesting an increase in the number of Black women
seeking liposuction and breast enhancement surgeries103.
Given that the ideal body type can vary between cultures, it is important to further
examine how White and Black women experience sexual objectification in the media and
interpersonally. This assessment should include what experiences they find to be sexually
objectifying, how often these experiences occur, and how they respond emotionally and
behaviorally. One of the few studies comparing White and Black women assessed a model of
objectification theory among university females39, and objectification theory appeared to be
applicable to Black women, as well. Relationships between internalization and a variety of
negative psychological outcomes were present; however, the models were not equivalent
between groups. Further, research testing a culture-specific extension of objectification theory on
Black females’ body image suggests that skin tone is a relevant dimension of habitual body
monitoring and dissatisfaction for some Black women56.
Black females are more likely to prioritize appearance, if they identify with and
internalize sexualized images of Black women58, suggesting the need to consider the cultural
relevancy of media images in the application of objectification theory. The research of Watson
and colleagues further emphasizes the role of additional sociocultural factors specific to the
Black community (e.g., sexualized images of African American women and historical influence
of slavery) in Black women’s experiences of sexual objectification104. Results from the current
literature highlight the need for further research in the specification of relevant constructs in
objectification theory.

13

Sources of Objectification
The existing literature posits multiple sources of objectification that may contribute to
body image preoccupations and associated outcomes in women. Sources of sexual objectification
include media and persons that communicate and promote the objectification of the female body.
Most of the variables related to objectification have been examined in predominantly White
samples, necessitating further investigation with Black females as well as a comparative analysis
with White females.
Media Awareness
Females who look to the media as an important source of information (i.e., media
awareness) regarding physical appearance are more likely to internalize the thin-ideal being
portrayed22. As such, these women are more susceptible to the negative consequences associated
with the internalization of the images portrayed in the media22. Media awareness is an important
component of the objectification and the sociocultural pressure to obtain the ideal body
type105,106. Daily contact with the images of hypersexualized, attractive women in media
programs and advertisements raises the standards against which young women may judge
themselves32. Exposure to media (e.g., television, magazines, internet, etc.) containing idealized
images of thin physiques, airbrushed features, and rail-thin models can engender negative
feelings within the viewer, which can then manifest as self-objectification, shame and body
dissatisfaction32,106,107. The more a female believes that visual media are important sources of
information about how she should look, the more likely she is to internalize this information106.
As such, internalization likely mediates the relationship between the information found in the
media and its impact on a woman’s body image and the associated outcomes. Internalization of
this thin-ideal has predicted increased self-surveillance and feelings of body shame; which, in
turn, influences the frequency of certain mental health outcomes106.
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Research shows that Black women watch more television than White women68,86. Per
cultivation theory, one might anticipate Black women to be more heavily influenced by the
societal standards being communicated, but existing research suggests this is not the case83.
Therefore, it could be that they do not invest as much in what the media are communicating.
Alternatively, the type of media they consume might focus less on the Western ideals of beauty.
Social comparison theory would suggest that Black women are less affected due to the fewer
number of Black women depicted in the media83,108. Perkins suggests that the thin-ideal
portrayed in the media is most often of White women, thereby making it seem less attainable for
Black women109. As a result, Black women may be less likely to internalize such images. For
example, one study found that exposure to and identification with portrayals of Black women as
sex objects contributed to the emphasis on appearance in Black adolescent females58.
Appearance Feedback
A dominant form of interpersonal objectification occurs through appearance-focused or
sexually evaluative remarks23,24. Both positive and negative comments about a woman’s body
shape and weight should be considered when examining sexual and self-objectification, feelings
of body shame and the associated consequences. Negative appearance feedback has predicted
various detrimental consequences, including self-surveillance, body comparison and disordered
eating15,25. Additional research suggests that a higher frequency of negative commentary is
associated with increased eating concerns in women, regardless of their actual weight110.
However, there is conflicting empirical evidence as to the impact of positive appearance
commentary on a women’s body image satisfaction, with some research suggesting it has a
positive influence on body image and other research suggesting a negative impact111,112.
Receiving compliments (positive feedback) about one’s appearance has been associated with
damaging consequences for a female’s self-objectification behaviors and body image
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preoccupation24. Additionally, in a sample of undergraduate females, appearance compliments
increased feelings of body shame12. A possible explanation is that, rather than accepting the
compliment for what it is, some females may focus on the meaning behind the comment113,114.
Social Support Influence
A female’s perception of her body is malleable, and can be changed easily when exposed
to new information. To a large extent, this image is influenced by experiences with individuals in
her social support network (e.g., family members, peers)63. Media messages suggesting that a
woman’s worth depends on obtaining an ideal body type can also be internalized by the partners,
family members and friends in a woman’s life. In turn, these people can make appearancefocused remarks to the woman and hold her to an unrealistic standard. As such, a woman can be
encouraged by people other than herself to objectify and compare her body and other women’s
bodies against the societal ideals of beauty73. The pressures and objectification communicated by
members of one’s social support network are also significant risk factors for body
dissatisfaction105,106,115,116. Of particular interest, the mother-daughter bond can have a strong
influence on the shaping of a female’s preoccupation with her body106,117. The body image and
appearance beliefs of mothers have been associated with those of their daughters116. In previous
research, this relationship has been shown to be partially mediated by the internalization of the
ideal body type, but with a stronger direct relationship to feelings of body shame106.
Limitations in the Existing Literature
The objectification theory literature is limited in both its methodology and participant
demographic characteristics118. There is extensive quantitative evidence supporting the
relationships between sexual objectification and various negative outcomes. However, the
majority of the existing literature supports these relationships within predominantly White
samples, as few studies have focused on Black women specifically. While many studies have
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included minority populations in their sample, the make-up of each sample was mostly White
females. There is a gap in the objectification literature regarding minority populations and how
their experiences compare to those of White women. Current conceptualizations of
objectification correlates such as body shame and self-surveillance do not account for the
appraisal of physical characteristic other than body type, including skin tone6. There is a paucity
of information regarding the cultural variability that likely exists within objectification theory.
Further research is needed to better understand how the types of and responses to objectification
may vary between cultures.
Another limitation of the current literature is that it lacks qualitative insight into how
women personally experience and make meaning of sexual objectification. While quantitative
research has provided a broad understanding of sexual objectification and its psychological and
social correlates1, it lacks elaboration regarding the particular scenarios women consider to be
objectifying, how they immediately cope with these experiences as well as the potential long
term impact of repeated exposure to sexual objectification. Of the few qualitative studies that
have been conducted, one related to experiences in one specific sexually objectifying
environment and the other did not assess differences in objectifying experiences across racial
groups1,104. Further research is necessary to support their results as well as to compare the results
across racial groups.
Current Research
The psychological impact of sexual objectification is detrimental for many women. As
such, determining possible sources of objectification and the factors that contribute to selfobjectification and the associated consequences is critical to the mental health and well-being of
women. According to the current literature, differences in how White and Black females
experience and respond to sexual objectification likely exist; however, there is little research
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exploring these possible differences. The current project expanded upon previous objectification
research using a two-study, mixed-methods approach. The studies were designed to lead to a
better understanding of sexual objectification as it relates to the mental health of White and
Black young adult females as well as possible cross-cultural differences.
Study 1 employed focus groups to qualitatively explore Black and White university
women’s experiences and attitudes related to sexual objectification. Study 2 was a quantitative
study that used path analysis to assess two different models of objectification and its
psychological impact on Black and White young women. The results from the focus groups in
Study 1 informed and supported the variables measured in Study 2 as well provided additional
context for the interpretation of the results from Study 2. Understanding the relationships
between sexually objectifying experiences and the subsequent mental health consequences is
necessary for public health programming related to body image and psychological well-being.
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Chapter 3 Study 1 Focus Groups
Study 1: Focus Groups
As much of the research in this field focuses on quantitatively assessing the impact of
self-objectification, this project began with focus groups to explore how university-aged women
experience sexual objectification in American culture. This qualitative assessment aimed to
assess young Black and White women’s attitudes about and experiences of sexual
objectification, as well as explore any differences between Black and White women. Focus
group discussion questions gathered information on the types of objectification experienced,
participants’ reactions to those experiences, and how they believe continuous objectification can
impact women’s health and well-being. Demographic information was also collected.
While there is research supporting the aforementioned sources of sexual objectification,
including the media and appearance-focused commentary, we do not have a firm understanding
of how Black and White young adult women make meaning of sexual objectification and its
correlates. Further, we also do not know which sources of objectification are most salient to
young, college-age women. Focus groups provided information specific to sources of
objectification, personal experiences of sexual objectification and the possible impact (e.g., body
dissatisfaction, appearance management behaviors) of repeated exposure to sexual
objectification. The information gathered from these focus groups adds to the literature, as much
of the research has mostly focused on quantitative relationships between objectification and its
predictors and outcomes. This information provides an important context for the analyses and
interpretation of the results of the quantitative component of this project.
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Methods
Focus groups provided the participants with a structured opportunity to share their views
on issues pertinent to objectification research in a group setting. Given that objectification theory
and sexual objectification are, to an extent, socially constructed, focus groups were an
appropriate data collection method. The focus group setting could elicit further responses from
other participants, and participant interaction can lead to a narrowing of participants’ views over
the course of the focus group119. Permission for this research was received from the Institutional
Review Board at both Virginia Commonwealth University and Virginia State University.
Participants
Focus group participants were female undergraduate and graduate students attending
Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) or Virginia State University (VSU), the latter of
which is a Historically Black College or University. Inclusion criteria included: female
university student, identified as either White or Black, and between 18 and 25 years old. The
only exclusion criterion was being mixed-race. Demographic data were collected.
Recruitment
Four focus groups were conducted with participants from VCU and VSU. Two groups
were conducted at VCU with participants who identified as White. One focus group each was
conducted at VCU and VSU with participants who identified as Black. To account for the
likelihood that some eligible participants would not follow through with focus group
participation, each of the four groups was over-enrolled to achieve four to eight participants per
group120. Twenty White females were enrolled from VCU. Similarly, nine Black participants
from VSU and 11 from VCU were recruited, so as to achieve the same goal of four to eight per
group. Recruitment at VSU and VCU began in March 2013. Recruitment efforts included
identifying professors of general education courses as well as courses with large and diverse
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enrollment, and sending out a recruitment script to be shared with their students. Interested
students completed an eligibility screener through Qualtrics. If eligible, they selected the day and
time they were available for the focus group. Prior to the focus group, each eligible participant
received an e-mail confirming the date, time and location of the discussion.
Procedure
A reminder e-mail was sent to participants the day before their scheduled focus group.
Participants received a $10 gift card for their participation. Focus groups were held at a
convenient location on the campuses of VCU and VSU. Light refreshments were served. Each
focus group lasted approximately 60 to 75 minutes. Two focus group moderators were selected,
one for the focus groups with Black participants and one for the focus groups with White
participants. The moderators were of the same race and gender as the participants of each focus
group. Discussions were facilitated through the use of a focus group guide containing nine topic
prompts related to sexual objectification. Prior to implementation, the moderators were trained
on the aims and goals of the focus groups as well as the flow of the focus group guide.
Written informed consent was conducted prior to the commencement of the focus group.
Participants’ provided first names only to provide for confidentiality. To promote rapport,
participants introduced themselves and wore a nametag. The moderator began the discussion by
introducing herself and the note taker, and invited any study-related questions before the
discussion began. After the moderator guided the participants through the creation of ground
rules for the discussion, she introduced the first prompt. The outline of the topics to be discussed
served as a guide, allowing the moderator to probe more deeply when necessary. Participants
were not required to respond to a specific prompt. For some questions, participants were asked to
write down their responses; however, they were informed that they did not have to record a
response, if they did not feel comfortable doing so. However, all participants responded to the
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written questions.
Each focus group was audio-recorded, and a note taker typed detailed notes. Ellyn
Leighton-Herrmann (PI) served as the note taker for all four focus groups. Following each focus
group, the researcher, Ms. Leighton-Herrmann, met with the moderator to debrief and discuss the
written notes and important points made during the group discussion. Ms. Leighton-Herrmann
transcribed the audiotapes verbatim. All participant names were redacted from the transcripts.
Challenges associated with conducting focus groups included the limitation on the
number of questions that can be asked, as well as the response time for each participant119.
Further, those who felt that their viewpoint was in the minority may not have spoken up. In an
attempt to avoid or address these potential challenges, the moderators were responsible for
keeping the discussion moving and covering the predetermined list of prompts. The moderators
moved the conversation along, while remaining respectful of all participants and their ideas.
Materials. The Demographics questionnaire collected basic information about the
participants’ age, race, year in school, and family income, as well as a few questions related to
lifestyle characteristics. Participants completed this survey at the end of the focus group meeting.
The focus group guide (Appendix A) was used to direct the four group discussions. The
moderators probed only as deemed necessary. The focus group prompts were developed based
on the principal components of sexual objectification, including the media, and objectifying
looks and comments. The progression of questions began with a discussion of what sexual
objectification is and some examples within the context of these sources. As the ideal body type
promoted by society is related to sexual objectification, participants were then prompted to
discuss their beliefs about the societal ideals of beauty. Questions then progressed to cover where
and how often experiences of sexual objectification are encountered, and how the participants
feel about and respond to these experiences. The discussion concluded with participants’
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thoughts on the long-term impact of repeated exposure to sexual objectification as well as what
they may have learned or gained from their participation in the discussion. Given that a primary
aim of the focus groups was to support the models measured in Study 2, the written responses
related specifically to sources and consequences of objectification.
Data analysis
A post-positivist approach was used in the development and analysis of the focus group
results121. This paradigm proposes a deductive approach to research in order to obtain a fuller
understanding of a phenomenon121. Post-positivism deviates from positivism in that it recognizes
that research of human behavior cannot produce absolute truth, but it can strive to develop
relevant, true statements that can provide a more comprehensive explanation of the area of
interest122. Post-positivisim is also reductionistic and based on a priori theories, which aligns
with one of the primary goals of Study 1, namely, to inform the variables tested in study 2. As
such, keeping in mind the tenants of objectification theory, the transcripts from this study were
analyzed for the dominant themes pertinent to the key components objectification theory as well
as to developing a better understanding of how women experience objectification and informing
the variables assessed in Study 2.
A thematic analysis was performed to assess the dominant themes that emerged from the
focus group discussions123. The analysis process began with open coding121. Two coders, Ms.
Leighton-Herrmann and another doctoral student, read each of the transcripts and independently
identified the major themes. Next, the coders compared, discussed and decided on the dominant
themes. Each response was then assigned a code based on which theme best described the
response121, followed by a discussion of the codes. Through this discussion and evaluation of the
rationale for each code, the coders mutually agreed on the appropriate theme for each response.
A third coder, a committee member, decided unsettled discrepancies. Demographic data
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frequencies were analyzed in SPSS.
Results
Twenty White and 20 Black women were recruited to attend one of four focus groups.
Twelve women agreed to participate, but ultimately did not attend their focus group, resulting in
28 (70%) female university students from VCU and VSU participating in the focus groups. Two
focus groups with White women (n=11) and two focus groups with Black women (n=17) were
conducted. Participants’ demographic information is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Focus Group Demographic Data
White Participants
(N=11)
Age
Mean = 21.5
University Level
Freshman
4 (36%)
1 (9%)
Sophomore
0 (0%)
Junior
th
Senior/5 year
3 (27%)
Graduate student
3 (27%)
Family Income Growing-up
Low-income
1 (9%)
Middle-income
9 (89%)
High-income
1 (9%)
In a Relationship
6 (55%)
Yes
No
5 (45%)
Physical Activity
Never
1 (9%)
Monthly
4 (36%)
Weekly
3 (27%)
Daily
3 (27%)
Cigarette Smoking
Yes
0 (0%)
No
9 (100%)
Alcohol Consumption
Never
3 (27%)
Monthly
2 (27%)
Weekly
5 (45%)
Daily
0 (0%)
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Black Participants
(N=17)
Mean = 20.4
5 (29%)
0 (0%)
6 (35%)
6 (35%)
1 (6%)
4 (24%)
13 (76%)
0 (0%)
9 (53%)
8 (47%)
1 (6%)
5 (29%)
7 (41%)
3 (18%)
1 (6%)
16 (94%)
7 (41%)
6 (35%)
4 (24%)
9 (0%)

The common themes that emerged across all four focus groups are discussed. These
themes emerged in response to various focus group prompts about examples, frequency,
reactions, and consequences related to sexual objectification. When applicable, differences that
emerged between groups are also discussed. The primary aim of the focus groups was to inform
and provide additional support for the variables measured in Study 2. The themes that directly
support this aim are discussed first. The second aim was to provide additional context for
interpretation in Study 2. These themes, as well as those that provided additional understanding
of how these women experience objectification, are discussed second.
Defining Sexual Objectification
To understand whether participants had a shared understanding of what is meant by
“sexual objectification,” the focus group began with the question, “What do you think sexual
objectification means?” Based on their responses, participants across all four groups had a
similar understanding of what is meant by sexual objectification, specifically, that it involves
viewing or treating a woman as an object. According to the participants, sexual objectification
occurs when a woman is no longer viewed as a person and the focus is put on her external
attributes. For example, “I think it’s, like, seeing someone as an object and not so much a
person,” (White participant). Some participants further described this concept in terms of
devaluing or removing the internal attributes that make a woman a person, including emotions,
personality, opinions and intellect. For example, not caring about or acknowledging a woman’s
feelings was a main theme in many participants’ definition of sexual objectification, “…You
don’t think about her feelings…It’s just like she’s there for the purpose to be looked at,” “I think
it’s also taking the personality out of someone, which goes along with making them into not a
person anymore” (White participant), and finally, “When a woman is seen as an object because
of her body, and her personality isn’t even a factor in who she is anymore” (Black participant).
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Several participants did not provide a specific definition for what sexual objectification
means to them, but rather associated sexual objectification with what they see in the media,
including magazines, commercials and music videos. For example, “First thing that comes to my
mind is rap videos. So just very scantily clothed women” (White participant), and “Like, on the
cover of magazines, with their butts showing. They have bikinis on. Some of them have thongs”
(Black participant).
Themes Informing Study 2 Path Model Variables
Societal ideals of beauty: Variable and unrealistic. The ideal body type promoted in
American society is related to sexual objectification28. Participants engaged in a discussion about
the body type promoted as ideal in American society and whether it is consistent for all women.
The dominant theme emerging from across the four groups was that the ideal body types
promoted in American society are variable, context-dependent and unrealistic. While participants
agreed that there are standards for beauty promoted within American culture, there was not
consensus as to whether there was one specific ideal body type. Although some women
suggested that there is an ideal body type, most agreed that there is not one specific body ideal
for all women. Rather, the ideal body type varies based on a number of factors; for example, “I
don’t believe that there is one ideal body type. I know it definitely does depend. It’s not
consistent with every woman. I don’t think that American society has just one ideal. I think
there’s a lot of different ones” (Black participant).
According to many participant responses, characteristics of the ideal body type vary
based on influence from all facets of society, including messages communicated through various
forms of media, geographical region, activities and culture, and race and ethnicity. Both White
and Black participants suggested that the ideal body image varies across racial and ethnic groups.
As one Black participant indicated, “I don’t think it is consistent. I think is does depend on – I
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guess there are a lot of different factors it can depend on…I think there are stereotypes of what
certain races want…an African American man might rather want somebody who is not a stick
figure”. A White participant suggested, “I think there’s some regional differences, too. Um,
having lived on the West Coast for a while, there’s a big – a lot of women have fake boobs, and I
noticed out here that’s not really standard”. As another Black participant explained, “For
example, I have a cousin who’s going into fitness competitions – swimsuit– so for her to have a
Beyonce shape in her field would not be okay. Whereas for me, I would want to look like
Beyonce” (Black participant). The media and fashion industries also communicate various
message of what is considered “ideal,”
I think there’s conflicting messages, too, about what’s attractive because, you know, in
some modes of media, if you want to look good in clothes, you have to be like 5’10” and,
you know, 90lbs, but which is, you know, not possible…For a male magazine or
swimsuit model, you gotta be, you know, you gotta be like Kim Kardashian, so there’s
conflicting messages. (White participant)
And,
I think it depends on which, I’m trying to think of the word – but which category you’re
going. So for like, if you gonna be a model, everybody across the board needs to be
skinny (Mutters of agreement), but if you wanna be in a video, I need to see a big butt
and some big boobs or something. And like I feel it’s different depending on different
things. (Black participant)
Despite the varying beliefs regarding a specific ideal, there was agreement that there are
certain characteristics related to the standards of ideal beauty promoted by society that
transcended the multiple context-specific ideal being discussed, including being thin and/or
having a small or thin waist. For example, “I think it’s thin…A lot of like, you have to be small
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and tiny kind of thing to be considered beautiful. I think that’s widely accepted” (White
participant), and,
Really small waist. Just like, a pretty face. Tiny body. And really fit; how they are when
they do that Victoria’s Secret fashion show. They can just walk down in a bra and
underwear and have no worries about what they look like because their body is so,
considered, perfect. (Black participant)
References to Victoria’s Secret models and Barbie as well as a small waist and hour-glass shape
were made by several participants across groups, “Not too big hips, but your hips should stick
out a little bit farther than your waist. Most Victoria’s Secret models have the hour-glass shape”
(Black participant). More than two dozen responses across groups included specific references to
thinness and shape.
Participants across all four focus groups also discussed the perceived societal pressure for
young women to conform to a body image that is unrealistic and unattainable for most women.
The majority of participants agreed that the standards of beauty promoted by society are hard to
attain, yet many women strive and feel compelled to work for it. Some of the comments
indicating the pressure women experience to conform included,
I think nowadays the emphasis is on women being as thin as they can, maybe with like
abs or muscle definition, but then also still be curvy. Like an hour-glass figure, which you
don’t see often. You don’t see a curvaceous woman, but then also who’s also quite thin
and fit and muscular. You know, it’s very hard, and so it’s a crazy – it’s a crazy standard.
(White participant)
Additionally, “Women go through lengths sometimes, surgical procedures, to get a small waist
or a big butt or a flat stomach. Crazy diets may lead to eating disorders to get that body image”
(Black participant). Another participant similarly suggested “that it’s kind of difficult to have all
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those features to be skinny, and to have the big breasts and to have all the right body, so it’s just
– I don’t think it’s a realistic idea for women to think they can all be like Victoria’s Secret
models” (White participant).
A notable distinction between the discussions with White and Black participants was that
Beyoncé was a common point of reference for the Black participants when discussing
characteristics of the ideal body types, “The one person that comes to mind for me that I hear
about a lot that has, like, the perfect body is Beyoncé” (Black participant). Without additional
probing, multiple Black participants also mentioned the emphasis put on skin color and agreed
that it is a component relevant to the ideal body type, “As far as the African-American culture,
skin tone, like all of the sudden…Like, light skin is better…I think that’s a big issue as far as
body type and how a woman looks,” and, “No matter what your skin complexion looks like – I
think it plays a big role.”
Multiple sources contribute to a culture of sexual objectification. There is more than
one contributor to the culture of sexual objectification in American society. Across discussions
of multiple focus group questions, participants identified multiple sources that perpetrate and
perpetuate the sexual objectification experienced by women, including the media, and
appearance-focused commentary and actions from men and other women.
With and without prompting, participants highlighted the key role played by the media in
perpetuating the culture of sexual objectification by promoting the sexual objectification of
women on a daily basis. Later on in the focus groups, participants were asked to write down
examples of how the media objectifies women. Examples ranged from scantily clothed women
on TV and magazines, to the marketing of societal standards of beauty and disempowered roles
of women in shows and movies. Responses from White participants included, “Commercials
with women with little clothing” “Articles in magazines geared toward women ‘perfecting’ their
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bodies,” and “Commercials for hair, skin, [and] weight-loss products.” Responses from Black
participants included, “Video games where the female character looks nothing like a real
female,” “Putting women of lighter shades/mixed ethnicity on a pedestal,” and “Victoria’s Secret
models give men an idea of what they want”
As some participants pointed out, the reason the media is such a powerful influence is
because people look to the media for information on how to look and behave. For example,
“Magazine articles tell women how they should look” (White participant). As another participant
stated,
As a society, we look into media. And a lot of people copy what we see on TV, copy
what we hear on TV… A lot of people idolize or look up to certain celebrities, so if
you’re watching the TV and you see a famous celebrity looking like this, doing that,
you’ll be like ‘Oh, that’s hot. I want to do it too’” (Black participant).
The behavior of men was regarded as a prominent source of interpersonal sexual
objectification of women. Many participants reported catcalls, whistles, comments and stares
from men while out in public. For example, “Men on [the] street yelling or staring. ‘Hey baby,’
kinda thing” (White participant), or “Sexual comments like, ‘Dang, look at her butt’ or ‘look at
them boobs’” (Black participant). Verbal commentary was a common example mentioned by
participants. Catcalling and general appearance-focused commentary were mentioned more than
a dozen times across the focus group discussions. In another example, a participant reported,
A girlfriend and I were walking to church. She is very shapely, and had told me story of
men hollering out sexual comments at her. We passed through a group of adult men at a
bus stop. I kept my eye on a specific man that had been staring at my friend for a while.
Once we passed the group, I turned my head real fast and kept my eye on the specific
staring man. He was still staring at my friend and had a malicious smile on his face.
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(White participant)
Both Black and White participants suggested that other women are also a source of
objectification because women objectify other women. For example, “I also think there is an
element of it - of women objectifying women. That is a big deal as well…It’s not just men who
objectify women, it’s also women doing that to other women” (White participant). White
participants, specifically, discussed the role of a woman’s social network of peers and family
members as a source of objectification. For example,
Like how your parents, like your mother, acted while she was raising you. Like, if she
would spend hours in front of the mirror getting ready and going out with like a sexy
dress on, then you’re gonna have those ideals when you grow up.
Also, “Women who have this from their mothers can share the same bad habits and insecure
behavior with their daughters. This continues for generations.” A couple of Black participants
also mentioned the influence of family in their written responses. A few White participants also
discussed experiencing peer-based sexual objectification, including, “Peer pressure to dress a
certain way; to be more sexually appealing”, and, “I was at a friend’s house and I was changing
and … she like made a very, a comment like ‘who are you trying to get in bed with you
tonight?’” The influence of friends and family was mentioned by at least seven participants.
Given the culture of sexual objectification that has been bred by the media, men and other
women, participants suggested that experiences of sexual objectification have become accepted
and normalized by American society. One participant said, “It’s like the first thing we’re
programmed to say…you comment on someone’s outer look and you comment on their body
type and stuff” (Black participant). Another stated similarly,
I feel like it’s just like a product of this society … You objectify people all the time and
you don’t even think about it because I just feel like it’s just ingrained in you. Like, you
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don’t even realize that you’re doing it. (White participant)
As a consequence of normalizing a culture of sexual objectification,
… it will just increase the stereotype and that will just cause it [to happen]. I think that, in
turn … it will change how we’re judged to where we’re not really judged to our true
value. Like, if we’re really smart, we’re not judged for our smartness, we’re judged [for]
how we look. (White participant)
It was also suggested that this normalization has led some women to take advantage of
the sexually objectifying attention and, as such, are responsible for “perpetuating that kind of
stigma,” “That is what they’re going for. That’s what they want. They want the catcalls. They
want all those things …” (White participant), or, “Like, they want the attention. So whatever gets
the attention, or what make them part of the society that, you know, everyone else is doing it, so
why not” (Black participant). Further, in a discussion of participants’ responses to sexual
objectification, it was suggested that, while men continue to objectify women, women may
perpetuate this behavior by not standing up for themselves. As stated by one woman, this could
be due to an acceptance of the behavior,
I think a woman being in that mindset, that can be a result of maybe years of being
catcalled at, you know, and being objectified. That eventually, she’s just like, “Fine, this
is what I want. Alright, then I’m gonna get it.” (White participant)
Also, “Or, when guys they call girls like “bad Bs” and stuff. And girls accept it … It’s really
sad” (Black participant).
Negative consequences. Another aim of this study is to understand the possible
consequences of sexual objectification, so participants were asked, “How do you think frequent
and persistent exposure to sexual objectification can impact a woman and her behaviors?” and
“What are the potential long-term consequences?” The women were asked to write down their
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responses to this question and their responses were also discussed verbally. Participants’ across
all four groups reported only negative outcomes that could occur. These negative outcomes
related primarily to the possible mental health consequences, including body image
preoccupations, decreased self-confidence or esteem, depression, disordered eating, self-harm or
suicide, and/or a lack of empowerment to fight back. For example,
[Any] type of harm to self. Suicides. There’s numerous cases out there where [women]
are not satisfied with how they look because of how society, people, media portrays it.
Cut themselves … Trying to get surgery ... Try to do a lot of things to … You got bulimia
and anorexia out there; seeing more and more of it each day. (Black participant)
Ten participants across groups mentioned body image preoccupation, including self-surveillance
and body shame. More than 15 participants identified depression and consequences closely
associated to depression, including feelings of worthlessness and low self-esteem. Appearance
management behaviors were discussed by at least ten women, including exercise, disordered
eating, weight loss and surgery.
Further, many participants, at least nine, were concerned that frequent objectification will
lead to a women assessing her self-worth based on her appearance and believing it is the way to
get ahead in life. For example “Women who have been objectified for a long period of time start
believe that’s all they are worth” (Black participant) and “It can cause women to believe that
their bodies are a top priority in life. It becomes that you want a certain body shape for everyone
else to appreciate instead of for yourself” (Black participant). In addition, “Thinking your
appearance determines who you are” (White participant), and, “Could make a woman feel the
only way she can get ahead is to deal with the objectification and embrace it.”
Participants’ responses also indicated that persistent sexual objectification can have a
negative impact on a woman’s growth and success in adulthood. For example, “It affects the way
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that women progress through different stages of life. So it’s like there’s this idea that you only
have your beauty for a certain amount of time, so you better use it” (White participant), “She
may de-emphasize education or personal development in other ways because she feels her body
is all that matters” (Black participant), and, “Women may care less about jobs, being smart,
independent, as long as guys like them” (White participant).
Finally, participants felt continuous objectification could impact a woman’s behavior or
attitudes. As one participant responded, “A woman who abuses it and becomes the sexual object.
Somebody who has a sugar daddy or … sleeps with multiple guys without having a relationship
just to like get the attention” (White participant), or, “Some women give into it and objectify
themselves by altering their attitude about what they should be or do” (Black participant).
Alternatively, one participant said, “I think that like continuous sexual objectification can lead to
a woman to downgrade herself, so that she doesn’t draw attention to herself, so she won’t get
that unwanted attention” (White participant). Participants’ responses clearly suggest that
persistent exposure to sexually objectifying experiences affects a woman’s mental health, selfimage and overall wellbeing.
The following section describes the additional themes that emerged from the focus
groups. A brief discussion of how the preceding themes informed and provided additional
support for Study 2 will be presented afterward.
Themes Providing Additional Context and Understanding of Objectification
Sexual objectification: Everywhere and unavoidable. According to the majority of the
participants, sexual objectification is everywhere and unavoidable. Most expressed experiencing
sexual objectification on a daily basis. For example, “I was gonna say, it’s kinda sad ‘cause the
place it happens most often is, like, daily. Like, anywhere; it can happen anywhere” (White
participant), and “I’d say it’s about every day now” (Black participant). Responses such as “All
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the time” and “Every day” were common across all four groups.
Participants mentioned being exposed to sexual objectification in places they frequent on
a regular basis, such as on the street, in the workplace, at the grocery store and on the university
campus. Social environments, including parties, bars/restaurants and clubs were also common
places. For example,
Certain workplace environments. You know, I worked at places in the past where I’ve
personally been objectified – this was mostly the restaurant industry – but, it really
happened everywhere. I’ve seen it in the grocery store. I’ve seen it on campus. I mean,
everywhere there’s people. I’ve seen it at Walmart. It’s just everywhere. (White
participant)
Also, “Like, in the grocery store – look at magazine racks. Um, going out with friends” (White
participant). Further, “Like a lot of people like yell at you in the street, like, ‘Oh, you with the
skirt!’ It’s really crazy” (White participant). “The club,” was a more common response within
the focus groups with Black women. It was mentioned on eight occasions throughout the
discussion, “Everywhere, but mostly in the club” (Black participant).
Across all four focus groups, participants agreed with having similar experiences. For
many, the ubiquity of sexual objectification makes it an everyday and unavoidable experience.
For example, “I feel like it’s everywhere. We live in the city. You can’t walk down Broad Street
and mind your own business, come get groceries, or anything. You can’t do anything without
someone commenting on the way you look” (Black participant), “I was going to say whenever I
leave the house I either see it or experience it” (White participant), and “Like you just can’t
escape it ever, I feel like” (Black participant).
Immediate reactions to sexual objectification are multifaceted. Participants discussed
their immediate response to an experience of sexual objectification. What emerged was that the
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reaction for many participants was quite multifaceted. Participants mentioned a variety of
internal responses, including feeling awkward, mad, angry, defensive, annoyed, detached,
uncomfortable, “creeped out” or unsafe. Some also reported responding in a behaviorally
aggressive manner toward men who sexually objectify them or their friends, including, “I’m
throwing down the bag. I’m taking my jacket off … if I let that pass, that means I’m saying it’s
ok,” (Black participant), and “I’ve been known to flip guys off and tell them, you know, mean
things, and thoughts” (White participant).
While the range of emotional and behavioral responses varied amongst the young
women, their responses to sexual objectification tended to begin with an assessment of the
situation. For example,
You kinda have to register – you have to digest what they just said to you in your head,
and figure out like the fact that they really think it’s acceptable to say it … It’s one thing
to think something, but the fact that you actually said it to me. Like it takes me a minute
to respond. Like, again, I laugh because I don’t know what else to do. What do you want
me to say? I don’t take you seriously right now. I can’t. That’s just absolutely ridiculous.
(Black participant)
The source and/or environment of the sexual objectification were reported as key factors that
influence the participants’ emotional and/or behavioral responses, and these aspects are also
considered during the initial assessment of the situation. For some participants, the environment
mattered more than the source, “I think [it’s] situational … if I feel like I’m in a place where I
can’t get out, regardless of if it’s somebody my age or if it’s somebody old, I’m uncomfortable”
(White participant). Further, some participants mentioned taking their safety into account when
assessing the environment before reacting, including “I feel like you’re more defensive by
yourself because you have to take into account your safety” (White participant), and,
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If I’m by myself, like walking home by myself, I don’t respond. But if I’m with a group
of friends and you say something to me, I’m more likely to say something back because I
have a group of friends. (Black participant)
Across focus groups, participants suggested that the gender of the person doing the
objectifying impacted their response. For example, some participants felt more hurt when it was
another woman doing the objectifying, “It hurts more because it’s like, you’re one of me” (White
participant), and, similarly, “I actually get madder when I hear a girl doing it” (Black
participant). Another said she would “be even more upset for a woman to do it to me, versus a
man” because “it’s expected for a man, you know, at the end of the day, men are gonna be men”
(Black participant). Conversely, another participant stated,
I’m less likely to be offended or creeped out when a women hits on me, versus a man. No
matter how creepy or ugly that woman is, like, if there were a guy fitting that exact same
description, just being male versus being female, I would be much more offended. (White
participant)
While all four groups discussed the effect of the source of the objectification, the list of
source-related characteristics that influenced their immediate responses was far more extensive
from the discussions with the White women, compared to the Black women. For many White
participants, their responses to sexual objectification depended on the characteristics of the
source doing the objectifying, including their relationship to the person as well as the person’s
SES, age, race and appearance. However, how these characteristics impacted their responses
varied amongst participants. For example, “I think socio-economic status definitely matters.
You’re going to tolerate more, probably, from someone who’s wealthy.” Some participants felt
less threatened by older men, “I feel like when it’s an older guy, it’s less sexual;” whereas, other
participants felt less uncomfortable when the objectification came from a man closer to her age,
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“When it’s a guy like my age, like it’s not as creepy. It’s just like annoying, but it’s like creepy
when it’s an older guy.”
In addition, in the focus groups with White participants, the women were specifically
probed if the race or ethnicity of the source of objectification influenced their responses, and a
couple responded that it did. For example,
When a White guy or Black guy is staring at me, like it makes me uncomfortable. But
when a Hispanic guy is starting at me, it doesn’t make me as uncomfortable because just
knowing culturally that’s what Hispanic men do; not necessarily because they think about
you sexually ... (White participant)
Some women commented that the general appearance of the male doing the objectifying
mattered more so than race. For example,
I think it matters more, not so much their race, but like what they’re wearing…if they’re
wearing like baggy clothing and their yelling at me, I’m going to be a little like
threatened a little bit…if they’re wearing a suit or something, then like okay. Like it
wouldn’t – I’d feel less threatened …” (White participant)
and,
If you’re walking down the street and this car full of really sketchy, gross guys rolls
down their window and start yelling out awful things, you’re gonna be disgusted or
scared or something not good. [If] it’s a really attractive guy…Even if what they said was
the same … it’s gonna have a different effect. (White participant)
Perceived male superiority. Another overarching theme that emerged, which
contributes to our understanding of how women make meaning of sexual objectification, was the
perception of male superiority. The majority of participants felt as though men do not respect
women, as highlighted in the statement, “I feel like guys have kinda like reached an all-time low,
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where they have like no respect at all” (Black participant).
Many participants said they feel as though men are disrespectful because they feel they
can do or say whatever they want to women, including sexually objectifying them. For example,
“When you speak to someone with disrespect, it’s because you think they’re either a lesser
person or not a person at all. And when you say, ‘d*** that a**,’ that’s disrespectful” (White
participant), and, “They don’t care what they say to women in front of a woman if it’s at a
woman” (Black participant). As put by one participant, “You don’t want to hear that stuff, like,
and I feel like that it’s disrespectful for you to say that to someone. Like, if you have those
thoughts, keep them to yourself” (Black participant).
Further, many participants expressed that men do not have any shame in their behavior
and feel superior, further prompting them to continue sexually objectifying women. For example,
Like, they will beep at you. They will yell outside their car; like almost crash their car.
It’s just like, what in the world? I think since I got here, like, I had never had so many
men of all ages – I don’t care how old you are – they have no shame. (Black participant)
Some participants suggested that men engage in sexually objectifying behavior because they do
not consider or care how the woman will feel as a result of the objectification. In a more serious
example of sexual objectification mentioned by a participant, “Like, the girl gets raped because
she’s too drunk or they just feel like they can take control of her, and it’s like they don’t care at
all about her feelings or her thoughts, or her at all” (White participant).
Several participants suggested that many men assume women want the attention and/or
are asking to be objectified,
Like we’re supposed to want them. Like who said I wanted you in the first place? They
act like it’s a privilege for me to be in their presence or something. Like who are you?
Like nobody, so go away. (Black participant)
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Participants provided examples of how men mistakenly view the way women dress as an
invitation to sexually objectify them. In a specific example within a social context, one
participant described,
I think guys feel like if you do wear clothing then you’re asking for it. Like, even if, you
know, obviously when it’s hot out, we’re going to wear shorts and tank tops. But guys are
like, “Well if you wear that, then like you’re obviously asking for us, to, like, saying
something.” But it’s like, well what do you want us to wear, like, in the summer? Like,
it’s hot out. But, I definitely feel like they feel like that’s when you’re asking for it. Like
at parties, you know, you wear a dress. And guys are like, “Well, why would you come to
a party wearing that, if you didn’t want us to hit on you, or like sleep with you?” (White
participant)
Participants across all four groups further discussed the perceived shock or surprise by
men when women respond negatively to their objectifying comments or actions. In one example,
a participant stated,
I’ll be walking down the street in like a skirt or something, and guys will drive by in their
cars and they’ll do catcalls at me and stuff like that. And then, I’ll just be like “Really?
Have you never seen a woman before?” And then they get mad at me because I get
offended by what they say about what I’m wearing. (White participant)
In another example, a participant discussed a man trying to defend his words, “For you to say
I’m cute for a dark skin girl, I take offense. That’s not – who do you mean? [And the man says]
‘Like, oh don’t, it’s nothing, but you still cute.’ Like, no” (Black participant). Another participant
followed up with, “Yeah, like it’s a surprise” (Black participant). Additional participants in this
particular focus group related to this participant’s example of objectification; not only with the
man’s reaction, but also with the inclusion of skin color as a component of the objectification.
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One of the evident differences between the White and Black participants arose when
discussing examples of sexual objectification within a social environment. In comparison to the
White participants, Black participants shared several examples of overtly sexual experiences of
sexual objectification when in a social setting, like a bar or club. For example, a White
participant stated,
Kind of going along that whole club scene idea, it’s interesting. Like, if you go out with
your friends and you just, you know, just wanna dance, whatever, um, and guys think it’s
okay to come up behind you and dry-hump you without even introducing themselves.
When did that become okay?
An example of more overt sexual objectification shared by Black participant was,
Me and my friends went out one night and, like, we went to Aurora. And we went to go
dance, have fun. You know, we didn’t think anything was gonna happen. And I’m
dancing with this guy, and all the sudden he pulls his stuff out on me. And he’s grabbing
my hand trying to get me to touch it. ‘No, dude! No!’ I was like, no, we gotta go. We
have to leave right now ‘cause that was just like – guys are just disgusting. They don’t
care.
Another Black participant stated, “I was just standing there in the club and this guy actually he
rubbed – he was rubbing his penis against me. Yeah, so that was the worst experience I’ve ever
had.” On at least eight occasions, Black participants discussed examples of objectification that
involved being touched by the man or the man expressing what he would do sexually to the
women, whereas it was only mentioned once by a White participant.
Sexual objectification restricts women’s personal freedoms. In response to questions
regarding types of sexual objectification they have experienced and their reactions to these
experiences, participants suggested that women experience a clash between their freedom of
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choice and societal restrictions. The general sentiment was that women should be free to dress or
act in accordance with their personal choices without being subjected to the objectifying
feedback or comments of others. How participants interpreted this struggle appeared to differ
between White and Black women. Many White participants felt that the expectation of sexual
objectification impacts their personal freedoms, especially in relation to how they choose to dress
and behave. As one participant stated,
I don’t wear that stuff to impress other people, I wear it because it makes me feel
confident. It makes me feel like who I am. You know, I’m not ashamed of my body, but
if I walk down the street like that, like, if I’m wearing a dress or something, I feel like
I’m fidgeting all the time. Like, it’s not me that feels uncomfortable with myself, it’s I
know other people are going to be saying something about me. Or, like I’ll be walking
down the street in like a skirt something, and guys will drive by in their cars and they’ll
do catcalls at me and stuff like that. (White participant)
Conversely, Black participants suggested they wanted to be more conservative, but felt societal
pressure to act less conservative. For example,
Whenever a woman goes to any sort of party or any type of function, it’s no longer, “Oh,
well let me just sit here and sip my drink.” I have to be sweatin’ and dancin’ and I gotta
be the baddest b**** on the ground, twerkin’ and poppin’. (Black participant)
Participants across races suggested that some women may feel the need to restrict their
clothing or behavioral choices to accommodate the societal reality of sexual objectification. For
example,
I’m probably still going to wear what I’m going to wear, but I’m going to go in a bigger
group of people when I go to that place, ‘cause if you do go by yourself in like a skimpier
outfit, like it’s – you should probably be more aware of your surroundings just ‘cause like
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any random person can run up and say something to you or worse or something. (White
participant)
and,
I wouldn’t be half-naked on campus ‘cause I have to approach my professors and I want
them to write me letters of recommendation and I want them to take me seriously. Not,
“Oh, she show her butt all the time in class … ” I just, myself, don’t feel comfortable like
walking about half-naked like on campus … Of course, you’re gonna get noticed ...
(Black participant)
During this discussion of having to deal with society’s reaction to their personal choices
of attire or behavior, participants discussed again that some women may be responsible for the
sexual objectification by “asking for it” based on the way they dress or act. At least seven
participants across groups suggested that these women were setting a bad precedent by which
other women are then treated. For example, “I think it’s a slippery slope…That’s their life and
they can do what they want, but that affects other people…it changes the view men have of
women and one woman is not every woman” (White participant), and “I know I don’t dress
where I should be approached saying those things, so when somebody does it, I’m just like,
somebody else made it okay for you to think that’s oaky” (Black participant).
Another difference that arose between groups was that some Black participants were
especially concerned about other Black women behaving in a way that makes them vulnerable to
objectification. However, no White participants made a similar distinction about other White
women. As on Black woman explained,
I mean, I think women in general shouldn’t be that way. We should all respect ourselves,
but even more [when a] Black woman does it because I look like that Black woman. So
they may think we’re one in the same.
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And,
You see girls walking around with the lace t-shirts and the bra. Well the lace shirts, and
then they’ll just have a bra on underneath it. Not a cami underneath it too, you know,
cover yourself up. And it’s just kinda like, you are what are representing black women.
So every time someone sees you, you know, it’s representing all of us as a whole
As a result of the omnipresent sexual objectification of women within American culture,
participants suggested that women in American society need to balance their own self-expression
(e.g., attire, behavior, etc.) with the reality that they will likely be exposed to sexually
objectifying reactions. This theme provides additional understanding of the meaning women
make of sexual objectification; specifically, how they feel it restricts their personal freedoms.
Focus Group Discussion
While there is a significant body of literature related to the sexual objectification of
women, we do not have an in-depth understanding of how young adult women experience sexual
objectification, including what they personally identify as sources and examples of
objectification as well as their reactions to and the potential consequences of objectification. As
such, this qualitative study aimed to assess young Black and White university women’s attitudes
about and experiences related to sexual objectification, as well as possible racial differences.
This information was used to inform and provide additional support for the two hypothesized
models of objectification measure in Study 2, one model specific to White females and one
model specific to Black females (See Figures 3 and 4).
The hypothesized variables to be measured in both models were social support influence,
appearance commentary, internalization, self-surveillance, body shame, depression, and
disordered eating behaviors. Two additional variables were proposed in the model for Black
women, skin tone-specific surveillance and skin color dissatisfaction. The variables proposed in
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Study 2 were supported by the responses from focus group participants. Women across all
groups understood sexual objectification to mean viewing a woman as an object to be looked at;
in line with how it is defined by objectification theory. Participants described sexual
objectification as putting the focus on a woman’s external attributes and devaluing her internal
characteristics. Participants also recognized the sexual element that is specific to this type of
objectification. While the focus of this research is sexual objectification, many of the examples
of objectification provided by the women were not, strictly speaking, sexual in nature. For
example, participants discussed women objectifying other women as well as appearance-focused
commentary from family members and friends. These examples related to focusing on a
woman’s external appearance and judging her appearance, but not necessarily in a sexual
manner. However, these examples still involved the objectification of the female body and,
clearly, were still a cause of concern for participants. These reported experiences also support the
inclusion of positive and negative appearance feedback as well as the influence of a woman’s
social support in the Study 2 models. Women hear objectifying comments from friends and
family as well as strangers. It is important to measure appearance feedback coming from friends
and family to better understand the magnitude of influence of a woman’s social support network
on her body image preoccupations and related consequences. In addition, the more general
positive and negative appearance feedback received also needs to be assessed in order to capture
the objectifying comments coming from strangers on the street, at school, and in social settings,
for example.
An important component of objectification theory is the internalization of the idealized
body images promoted by the media3. Participants recognized the salient and critical role the
mass media play in the behavior of men and women in society, as people imitate what they see in
the media. Research shows that people who expose themselves to mass media more often are
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more likely to construct their reality of sexual objectification and ideal beauty based on the
perspectives framed by the media70. Furthermore, the more a person looks to the media as an
important source of information about beauty and external appearance, the more likely she is to
internalize those images22,87. Accordingly, the existing literature supports that media awareness
is a significant predictor for an array of body image-related concerns22,105,106. As such, it is
imperative to assess the influence of media awareness and internalization on women’s selfobjectification and subsequent outcomes in the Study 2 path models.
Another important component of media influence that cannot be ignored is that, while
some women may not rely on the media for information, they likely have people in their life who
do. In turn, these members of their social support network can impart this internalized
information to these women. Multiple participants recognized the potential for a woman’s family
and friends to communicate objectifying messages to her, further supporting the inclusion of
social support influence in Study 2.
In their discussion of beauty ideals, Black participants also specifically discussed ideal
standards of beauty pertinent to their race, including skin color. Multiple participants in both
groups mentioned skin color in relation to examples of objectification as well as a component of
what makes a woman attractive. There is research to suggest that skin color is a significant
contributor to body image preoccupation for Black women91,97. Results from these focus groups
as well as the existing literature support the inclusion of Skin Tone-Specific Surveillance and
Skin Color Dissatisfaction in the path model assessed for Black participants in Study 2.
Participants were asked to write down what they believed were possible consequences of
frequent and long-term exposure to sexual objectification. Their responses were consistent with
previous research3,8–11, suggesting that persistent exposure to sexually objectifying experiences
affects a woman’s mental health, physical health and overall well-being. Based on their
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responses, we can start to understand how these individual instances of objectification over an
extended period can lead to more severe consequences, including self-surveillance, body shame,
depression and eating disturbances. General concerns related to a woman’s mental health and
well-being were also mentioned, including self-esteem and self-confidence. Given that feelings
of worthlessness and low self-esteem often go hand in hand with depression and depression is an
outcome hypothesized by objectification theory3, depression was an outcome of theoretical
interest measured in Study 2. Disordered eating behaviors, including bulimia, anorexia and
excessive exercise, are also proposed by the model of objectification theory and, thus, are
measured in Study 2.
Participants also mentioned women putting increased importance on beauty and deriving
worth from their external appearance as a possible consequence. Self-surveillance and body
shame are linked to increased body image preoccupation4, further supporting their inclusion in
Study 2. Additional consequences mentioned by participants included normalization and
acceptance of the objectifying behavior, perpetuating the objectifying behavior, and negative
impact on growth and success in adulthood. These particular outcomes were not measured in
Study 2 because they were outside the scope of the current project and pertained to broader longterm consequences. However, they do warrant further exploration in future research, especially
the life changing consequences related to negative effects on growth and development.
Taking a post-positivist approach to identifying key components related to objectification
theory as well as possible interracial differences is important for proper quantitative assessments
and programmatic efforts. Gaining better insight into how women experience sexual
objectification could lead to more accurate, inclusive and comprehensive measurement of
sources of objectification and related outcomes. Further, developing a more thorough
understanding can also help provide additional context to the results of related quantitative
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analyses. The data collected in Study 1 has informed and provided additional support for the
variables measured in the models of objectification in Study 2. In addition, the focus group
results also provide contextual support for the interpretation of the results in Study 2. This
additional interpretation is explored in the general discussion.
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Chapter 4 Study 2 Path Analysis

Study 2: Path Analysis
Study 2 assessed two hypothesized models of sexual objectification, one model specific
to White females and one model specific to Black females (See Figures 3 and 4). Piecewise path
analysis was used to assess the adequacy of the fit of the proposed models of sexual
objectification and related consequences. Model comparison was also assessed between White
and Black participants. Existing literature, as previously discussed in the literature review,
informed the components of the models and the selected measures. The focus groups in Study 1
provided additional support and explanation. The information collected by the focus groups also
provided additional context and insight for interpreting the results of the path analyses.
The models in Study 2 proposed multiple hypotheses about various sources of
objectification, including influence from the media, men and other women, and their effect on
body image preoccupation, disordered eating behaviors and depression. It was hypothesized that
the more a female looks to the mass media for information regarding fashion and beauty, the
more she will internalize the messages she is viewing. Increased emphasis on weight and
physical appearance from one’s friends and family was also hypothesized to be associated with
increased internalization as well as body shame. Appearance-related commentary from others
may impact self-surveillances behaviors and feelings of body shame. Further, women who report
increased levels of internalization may be more likely to experience greater amounts of selfsurveillance and body shame. Finally, it was hypothesized that higher levels of body shame are
likely to be associated with increased depressive symptom as well as a higher frequency of
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disordered eating behaviors. For Black women, it was further hypothesized that increased
internalization of beauty ideals would be associated with increased skin tone-specific
surveillance and subsequent skin color dissatisfaction and depression.

Figure 3. Hypothesized model of objectification for White females
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Figure 4. Hypothesized model of objectification for Black females
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Methods
Participants
Participants consisted of female undergraduate students attending VCU and VSU. White
women were recruited from VCU and Black women were recruited from both VCU and VSU.
As mentioned previously, it was possible there would be demographic differences between the
two group of Black participants; therefore, recruiting Black women from both universities was
important for assessing these potential differences. Inclusion criteria included: female university
student, identifies as either White or Black, and between 18 and 25 years old. Sample
demographics were collected. Permission for this research was received from the Institutional
Review Board at both Virginia Commonwealth University and Virginia State University.
Recruitment
Recruitment began at both VCU and VSU in September 2013. Recruitment continued
until a minimum 150 Black and 150 White participants had completed the surveys. Over
recruitment of about 15% helped account for the occurrence of incomplete surveys or surveys
with excessive missing data. Recruitment at VSU was conducted by sending an informational email to class Listservs of the general education health courses taken by students from all
departments across campus. Recruitment at VCU was conducted by sending informational emails to class Listservs across multiple departments. Professors were given the option to provide
extra credit for participating. Depending on whether the students participated for course credit or
monetary remuneration, participants received either extra credit or a $5 honorarium for their
participation.
Procedure
Participants completed a set of measures online through Qualtrics. The online measures
took approximately 20 minutes to complete. Given that this study did not pose more than
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minimal risk and no identifying information was associated with the participants’ responses, a
waiver of consent was granted by the Institutional Review Board at VCU as well as VSU. A
statement of implied consent was included at the beginning of the online survey. If participants
believed their answers could be linked back to them, they might lean toward more socially
desirable answers. To ensure the anonymity of the participants’ responses, the Qualtrics link was
formatted to ensure responses were anonymous. Further, previous research has shown that
participants are more likely to report sensitive behaviors (e.g., drinking, smoking) when
completing a survey in a web-based format, as opposed to an in-person administration124. All
participants responded to questions on the first seven measures discussed below. Black
participants completed two additional measures, which related specifically to skin color.
Measures
Demographics. The demographics survey collected general demographic information
including age, year in school, family income growing-up, relationship status, physical activity,
drinking and smoking.
Social support influence. The Family and Friends Scale (FFS) assesses the extent to
which each person (Mother, Father, Siblings, and Peers sub-scales of five items each) is
concerned with his or her own appearance as well as has encouraged the participant to be
concerned with her appearance28. The measure consists of 20-items that assess the influence of
one’s social support system. Responses range from Strongly Agree (1) to Strongly Disagree (5).
A total score was calculated for each of the subscales by summing the five items. The composite
score (Range = 5 to 25) was calculated by taking an average of the completed sub-scales. High
scores were indicative of increased social support influence regarding physical appearance. An
average was calculated to create the composite score, in order to account for individuals that do
not have a mother, a father and/or siblings in their life. As the individual subscale scores are
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sums, participants’ with any missing items from any of the subscales were excluded from
analysis for this particular variable. The FFS composite score has shown acceptable reliability
(α=.89)28.
Appearance feedback. The Verbal Commentary on Physical Appearance Scale
(VCOPAS) measures the self-reported frequency of appearance-related comments received from
other people125. It consists of three subscales, Negative Weight and Shape (9 items), Positive
Weight and Shape (5 items), and Positive General Appearance (7 items) subscales. The two
subscales of interest in this study related to negative and positive commentary on weight and
shape. Participants responded as to how frequently they have been the recipient of each of the
comments using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from Never (1) to Always (5). The mean (Range
= 1 to 5) was calculated for each subscale. High scores were associated with a greater average
frequency. If participants did not respond to at least two-thirds of the questions on an individual
scale, a composite score was not calculated and the participant was excluded from analysis on
this particular scale. The subscales have shown acceptable construct validity and high internal
reliability125.
Media awareness and internalization. The Sociocultural Attitudes Towards
Appearance Scale-3 (SATAQ-3) measures societal influences on body image and disordered
eating22. For this study, the internalization-general (9 items) subscale was used to measure the
level of internalization. The information subscale (9 items) assessed levels of media awareness.
Questions for each subscale were answered using a 5-point, Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly
Agree (5), Likert scale. Participants’ responses were summed (Range = 9 to 45) for each
subscale, so participants’ subscales with any missing items were excluded from analysis on this
particular variable. Higher composite scores were indicative with a greater amount of the
construct. The two subscales of interest have shown excellent reliability, Information (.94) and
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Internalization-General (.92)22.
Self-surveillance and body shame. The Objectified Body Consciousness Scale (OBCS)
consists of three sub-scales, self-surveillance, body shame, and appearance control beliefs4. The
surveillance and shame subscales were or interest in this study. The self-surveillance sub-scale (8
items) asks questions related to viewing the body as an outside observer. The body shame subscale (8 items) relates to feelings shame when the body does not conform to the societal ideal.
For each subscale, participants responded to eight items on a Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly
Agree (7) Likert scale. Means (Range = 1 to 7) were calculated for each subscale, with higher
scores representing increased self-surveillance behaviors or feelings of body shame. Participants
who did not respond to at least 75% of the items on each individual subscale were excluded from
analysis on this particular variable. Validation studies have shown these subscales to be distinct
with acceptable reliability (Surveillance α=.79, Body Shame α=.84)4.
Disordered eating behaviors. The Eating Disorder Diagnostic Scale40 (EDDS) is a 22item self-report questionnaire that assesses the presence of DSM-IV defined eating disorders.
Using a count scale, the EDDS assessed the frequency of four disordered eating behaviors,
including purging, excessive exercise, fasting, and diet pill usage. In previous research as well as
the current study, these four behaviors were significantly correlated106. Therefore, they were
summed to form a total score (Range 0 to 60) representing the overall frequency of disordered
eating behaviors per week. Validation research has indicated acceptable criterion, convergent,
and predictive validity for the EDDS, as well as acceptable reliability126.
Depression. The Depression Anxiety Stress Scales-21 (DASS-21) is a short form of
Lovibond and Lovibond’s 42-item self-report measure of depression, anxiety, and stress127. The
DASS-21 is composed of seven items taken from each of the three subscales of the original
DASS128, depression, stress and anxiety. Respondents indicate how each statement applied to
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them using a 4-point Likert scale; Did not apply to me at all (1) to Applied to me very much, or
most of the time (4). This study used the depression subscale, which assesses dysphoric mood
states, including self-depreciation, lack of interest/involvement, hopelessness, and anhedonia. Per
the Manual for the DASS, participants’ responses were summed to form a total composite score
(Range = 7 to 28), so participants’ with any missing items were excluded from analysis on this
specific scale. Higher scores were associated with a higher level of depressive symptoms. The
depression subscale has shown a high level of internal consistency (α = .88) 128.
Skin tone-specific surveillance. To assess the culturally specific form of body
monitoring regarding skin tone for Black women, Buchanan and colleagues created eight items
in addition to those on the surveillance subscale of the Objectified Body Consciousness Scale
(OBCS)4,56. The items developed based on the original OBCS self-surveillance items emphasized
skin tone rather than general concerns regarding body shape and size. Items are answered using a
7-point Likert scale. The composite score was calculated by taking an average (Range = 1 to 7)
of the participants’ responses. Higher scores were indicative of greater skin tone-specific
surveillance. The reliability for the measure in the study for which it was originally developed
was .9256.
Skin color dissatisfaction. Skin color dissatisfaction was measured using four items
from the Skin Color Satisfaction Scale (SCSS)100. The full SCSS combined three items originally
used by Bond and Cash91 with four new items. Due to internal consistency problems with this
expanded scale, only four items were used for this study, as suggested by Falconer and
Neville100. Respondents indicated their level of agreement or satisfaction using a 9-point Likert
scale, Extremely dissatisfied/ Strongly disagree (1) to Extremely satisfied/Strongly agree (9).
The composite score was calculated by taking an average (Range = 1 to 9) of the participants’
responses, with higher scores representing greater dissatisfaction. If participants did not respond
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to at least two-thirds of the questions on an individual scale, a composite score was not
calculated and the participant was excluded from analysis on this particular scale. Reliability for
the SCSS in previous research was .71100.
Data Analysis
Descriptives. Quantitative data were collected via Qualtrics and analyzed in SPSS
(version 21)129 and Mplus (version 6.12)130. Prior to evaluating the path models, the data were
screened for missingness and normality (skewness greater than 2 and kurtosis greater than 7).
Demographic data were analyzed and compared between White and Black participants as well as
between the two groups of Black participants using chi-square and means tests. Data descriptives
(e.g., means and standard deviations) and bivariate correlations for demographic and path model
variables were also assessed, along with a comparison of means between and within groups.
Spearman correlation coefficients were calculated to assess the bivariate relationships between
the demographics and path model variables. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to
examine the bivariate relationships between the continuous variables in the models.
Path analysis. Mplus was used to assess the hypothesized relationships and fit of the
proposed path models. Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) with robust estimation
was used to estimate the fit of the hypothesized models (MLR in MPlus; in the presence of
missing data, FIML is the default in MPlus). FIML is a variant of Maximum Likelihood (ML)
that was developed to handle missing data131, and it has been found to perform better than
imputation or deletion methods when running analyses with missing data132,133. In comparison to
ad hoc missing data techniques (e.g., pairwise deletion, listwise deletion, and mean imputation),
FIML has shown to result in less bias and sampling variability. Given that there were missing
data in both samples in this study, FIML was used because it makes use of all available
information and there is no loss of observations via listwise or pairwise deletion.
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This study used a piecewise approach to model testing. The process began with the four
exogenous variables, and additional variables were added or removed at each subsequent step
based on the results from the previous step. Implementing the analyses in multiple progressive
steps allowed for the assessment of the models’ convergence and robustness at each step. This
approach can aid in building a more parsimonious model with acceptable predictive ability. For
the model with White participants, this process began with an assessment of the relationships
between the four exogenous variables (Media Awareness, Social Support Influence, and
Negative and Positive Appearance Feeedback), followed by an analysis of the four exogenous
variables with each of the endogenous variables. Next, the exogenous variables and
Internalization were assessed with Self-Surveillance and Body Shame individually, followed by
Self-Surveillance and Body Shame together. Then, a full model, with the outcomes of
Depression and Disordered Eating, was assessed. Based on the relationships assessed at these
individual steps, a final model was assessed and the results from the final model are presented in
more detail. The same with process was followed for the assessment of the model for Black
participants, with the addition of the variables related to skin color. Skin Tone Surveillance was
also assessed during the stages that assessed Self-Surveillance and Body Shame, and Skin Color
Satisfaction was added to the outcomes assessments.
The equivalence of the comparable parts of each model was assessed between White and
Black participants. The first step for testing between group differences is to test for configural
invariance, as it is the least restrictive assessment. This analysis involved testing measurement
invariance across the two groups via cross-group equality constraint specification134. The
equivalent model for White and Black participants was compared against a model in which the
means were constrained to zero. The fit of the constrained model was compared to the
unrestricted model using the X2-difference test134. If configural invariance is supported, then
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model equivalency-testing proceeds to the more restrictive test of metric invariance, and then
scalar invariance135.
Assessing model fit. Model fit was assessed using the X2, in addition to Goodness-of-Fit
Indices (GFIs). The X2 tests an exact hypothesis of whether or not the model fits the data. In this
type of analysis, a non-significant X2 statistic is indicative of a better fitting model. In addition,
the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and Root Mean Square Error Approximation (RMSEA) were
assessed to help evaluate the overall fit of each model136. The CFI is an incremental fit index,
meaning it estimates model fit relative to a baseline model. As such, the CFI tests the
improvement of the analyzed model over that of a baseline model. The baseline model is the null
model; all of the structural (regression) paths are assumed to be zero (assumes no relationships
among variables). The suggested criteria for the CFI is .95 and above for a model of reasonably
good fit137,138. The RMSEA tests how well the model would fit the population’s covariance
matrix139. There is general consensus that a cut-off value close to .06 is indicative of acceptable
fit137. Further, a confidence interval can be computed for the RMSEA140. Ideally, in a well-fitting
model, the lower limit is close to zero, while the upper limit should be less than .08. It is
important to note that Marsh and colleagues caution that these cutoffs are only suggestions, thus
should be only one of the multiple test statistics considered when assessing model fit141.
A model can appear to have good overall fit, while containing areas of significant local
misfit. Since the GFIs mentioned give a global idea of how well the model fits, the standardized
covariance residuals were also examined. This value is interpreted as a z-test of whether the
population covariance residual is equal to zero134. Residuals greater than I3I are considered large
and are indicative of model misspecification139.
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Results
Participant Demographics
One-hundred fifty-eight White women and 184 Black women completed the online
questionnaire. After accounting for duplicate responses and excessive missing data, the
responses for 155 (98%) of the White participants and 173 (94%) of the Black participants were
included in the analyses. Participants in each group ranged in age from 18 to 25 and included
both undergraduate and graduate students.
Demographic data for both White and Black participants are presented in Table 2, along
with tests of between group differences. Significant differences were seen between Black and
White participants on all demographic variables, except smoking. The average age for White
participants was slightly older and a larger proportion were at the graduate level. More White
women also grew-up in an upper-middle -class family, as opposed to working or middle class. A
higher proportion of White women also reported being in a romantic relationship, working out
more often and drinking more often.
Individual demographic data for Black participants from VCU and VSU are presented in
Table 3, along with tests of within group differences. There were no significant differences
between the demographic data of VCU Black women and VSU Black women. The proportion of
participants in lower university levels was higher in VSU participants; however, there was not a
significant difference in the mean age between the two groups. There was also a larger
proportion of participants from VSU who smoked, compared to VCU.
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Table 2. Path Analysis Demographic Data for White and Black Participants
Between
Black
White
Group
Participants
Participants
Comparison
(N=173)
(N=155)
Age
Mean = 20.94
Mean = 20.03
t=4.687**
University Level
Freshman
15 (10%)
41 (24%)
Sophomore
23 (15%)
32 (19%)
Junior
43 (28%)
47 (28%)
X2 = 34.40**
Senior
33 (21%)
40 (23%)
5th year
8 (5%)
7 (4%)
Masters student
31 (20%)
4 (2%)
Other
1 (<1%)
1 (<1%)
Choose not to respond
1 (<1%)
1 (<1%)
Family Income Growing-up
Working class
20 (13%)
53 (31%)
Middle class
82 (53%)
102 (59%)
X2 = 34.82**
Upper middle class
52 (34%)
17 (10%)
Upper class
1 (<1%)
0 (0%)
Choose not to respond
0 (0%)
1 (<1%)
In a Relationship
Yes
95 (62%)
76 (45%)
X2 = 9.04**
No
59 (38%)
93 (55%)
Choose not to respond
1 (<1%)
4 (2%)
Physical Activity
Never
11 (7%)
17 (10%)
Less than Once a Month
11 (7%)
17 (10%)
X2 = 15.94*
Once a month
6 (4%)
16 (9%)
2-3 times a month
31 (20%)
51 (30%)
Once a week
28 (18%)
18 (10%)
2-3 Times a Week
53 (34%)
43 (25%)
Daily
15 (10%)
9 (5%)
Choose not to respond
0 (0%)
2 (1%)
Cigarette Smoking
Yes
19 (12%)
23 (14%)
X2 = .131
No
136 (88%)
146 (86%)
Choose not to respond
0
(0%)
4
(2%)
Alcohol Consumption
Never
19 (12%)
38 (22%)
Less than Once a Month
26 (17%)
27 (16%)
X2 = 11.65*
Once a month
11 (7%)
14 (8%)
2-3 times a month
47 (30%)
58 (34%)
Once a week
29 (19%)
17 (10%)
2-3 Times a Week
22 (14%)
15 (9%)
Choose not to respond
1 (<1%)
4 (2%)
*
**
indicates p<.05; indicates p<.01
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Table 3. Path Analysis Demographic Data for Black Participants
VCU Black
VSU Black
Participants
Participants
(n=78)
(n=95)
Age
Mean = 20.26
Mean = 19.84
University Level
Freshman
7 (9%)
34 (36%)
Sophomore
19 (24%)
13 (14%)
Junior
21 (27%)
26 (28%)
Senior
23 (30%)
17 (18%)
th
5 year/Masters student
7 (9%)
4 (4%)
Other
0 (0%)
1 (<1%)
Choose not to respond
1 (1%)
0 (0%)
Family Income Growing-up
Working class
28 (36%)
25 (26%)
43 (55%)
59 (62%)
Middle class
Upper middle class
6 (8%)
11 (11%)
0 (0%)
Choose not to respond
1 (1%)
In a Relationship
Yes
32 (41%)
44 (47%)
No
45 (58%)
48 (51%)
Choose not to respond
1 (1%)
3 (3%)
Physical Activity
Never
7 (9%)
10 (11%)
Less than Once a Month
6 (8%)
11 (12%)
Once a month
5 (6%)
11 (12%)
2-3 times a month
23 (30%)
28 (30%)
Once a week
8 (10%)
10 (11%)
2-3 Times a Week
26 (33%)
17 (18%)
Daily
1 (1%)
8 (8%)
Choose not to respond
2 (3%)
0 (0%)
Cigarette Smoking
Yes
5 (6%)
18 (19%)
No
72 (92%)
74 (78%)
Choose not to respond
1 (1%)
3 (3%)
Alcohol Consumption
Never
16 (21%)
22 (23%)
Less than Once a Month
17 (22%)
10 (11%)
Once a month
4 (5%)
10 (11%)
2-3 times a month
26 (33%)
32 (34%)
Once a week
7 (9%)
10 (11%)
2-3 Times a Week
7 (9%)
6 (6%)
Daily
0 (0%)
2 (2%)
Choose not to respond
1 (1%)
3 (3%)
*
indicates p<.05; ** indicates p<.01
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Within Group
Comparison
t= 1.643

X2 = 19.66**

X2 = 2.29

X2 = .665

X2 = 10.307

X2 = 6.09*

X2 = 7.287

Data Descriptives
Non-normality. Skewness and kurtosis data for each of the path model variables are
presented in Tables 4 and 5 and indicate relatively normal data. Skewness values were below two
and kurtosis values were below seven for all path model variables, except for the Disordered
Eating variable. This variable was both positively skewed (>2) and kurtotic (>7) in both groups,
indicating that many of the participants were reporting low frequencies of the disordered eating
behaviors. Further, there was one outlier in the Black participant sample on the EDDS composite
score, causing an even higher kurtosis value. These values related to normality could cause
estimation problems with the proposed path analyses142–144, so a square root transformation was
performed on the EDDS composite score. A square root transformation was chosen since the
variable contained valid values equal to zero. Transformed values of the Disordered Eating
Behaviors variable are also presented in Tables 4 and 5.
Missing Data. Six White and 17 Black participants had at least one missing composite
score for one of the variables in the model. Participants with three or more missing composite
scores were excluded from analysis. One White participant and five Black participants were
excluded under this condition. For White participants included in the analyses, there were five
(3.2%) participants with at least one missing composite score across three of the ten variables,
including Media Awareness (n=2, 1.3%), Social Support Influence (n=3, 1.9%) and Depression
(n=1, 0.6%); for a total of six (0.39%) missing composite scores. One participant had two
missing composite scores and the other four were missing one. The women with missing data
were between 18 and 22 (M=20.99; SD=1.52) and in their Freshman (n=1), Sophomore (n=3) or
Junior (n=1) year of college.
For Black participants included in the analyses, there were 17 (9.8%) participants with
one missing composite score across five of the 12 variables, including Media Awareness
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics for White participant continuous variables.
N

Min

Max

M

SD

Skewness

Kurtosis

Media Awareness

153

9.00

45.00

26.18

8.11

-.034

-.38

Social Support
Influence

152

6.33

24.00

13.25

3.41

.11

-.42

Positive Appearance
Feedback

155

1.00

4.20

2.37

.85

.15

-.88

Negative Appearance
Feedback

155

1.00

3.56

1.74

.64

.86

.20

Internalization

155

9.00

45.00

27.74

8.01

-.20

-.14

Self-Surveillance

155

1.38

6.88

4.66

1.00

-.21

.25

Body Shame

155

1.13

7.00

3.54

1.27

.22

-.41

Depression

154

7.00

28.00

11.53

4.38

1.43

1.87

*

9.31*
1.59

Disordered Eating
SqRt(Dis.Eating)

155

0

32

2.77

5.88

2.97

155

.00

5.66

.91

1.39

1.53

Table 5. Descriptive statistics for Black participant continuous variables.
N
Min
Max
M
SD
Skewness
Media Awareness
172 9.00 45.00 26.24 8.61
-.22
Social Support Influence 166 5.00 24.75 14.31 4.44
-.15
Positive Appearance
172 1.00
5.00
2.72
.96
.25
Feedback
Negative Appearance
173 1.00
5.00
2.23
.86
.80
Feedback
Internalization
173 9.00 45.00 22.25 8.52
.24
Self-Surveillance
173 1.75
7.00
4.24
.97
-.06
Body Shame
173 1.00
7.00
3.26
1.25
.37
Skin Tone Surveillance
173 1.00
7.00
2.63
1.67
1.03
Skin Color
172 1.00
7.75
2.39
1.61
1.12
Dissatisfaction
Depression
166 7.00 28.00 11.58 5.19
1.25
Disordered Eating
173
0
56
2.86
6.90
4.12*
SqRt(Dis.Eating)
173
.00
7.48
.86
1.46
1.81
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Kurtosis
-.36
-.44
-.57
-.07
-.65
-.13
-.15
.04
.42
.71
22.89*
2.98

(n=1, 0.6%), Social Support Influence (n=7, 4%), Positive Appearance Feedback (n=1, 0.6%),
Skin Tone Satisfaction (n=1, 0.6%) and Depression (n=7, 4%); for a total of 17 (0.82%) missing
composite scores. All 17 were missing one composite score each. The women with missing data
were between 18 and 23 (M=20.00; SD=1.54) and in their Freshman (n=4), Sophomore (n=2),
Junior (n=7) or Senior (n=4) year of college.
Between and within group differences. There were several significant differences in the
means of the path model variables between the Black participants and White participants (Table
6). These differences were seen in the exogenous and mediating variables of the path model;
specifically, Social Support Influence, Positive and Negative Appearance Feedback,
Internalization and Self-Surveillance. White participants reported a greater amount of
Internalization and Self-Surveillance on average, in comparison to Black Participants.

Table 6. Descriptive statistics: White and Black participant between group comparison
Between group
White participants Black Participants
comparison
Mean
F-test
M
SD
M
SD
Difference Statistic
Media Awareness
26.18
8.11
26.24
8.61
-.06
<.01
Social Support Influence
13.25
3.41
14.31
4.44
-1.06
5.66*
Positive Appearance
2.37
.85
2.72
.96
-.34
11.63**
Feedback
Negative Appearance
1.74
.64
2.23
.86
-.49
32.69**
Feedback
Internalization
27.74
8.01
22.25
8.52
5.49
35.99**
Self-Surveillance
4.66
1.00
4.24
.97
.42
15.12**
Body Shame
3.54
1.27
3.26
1.25
.27
3.85
Depression
11.53
4.38
2.63
1.67
-.05
.01
Disordered Eating
2.77
5.88
2.86
6.90
-.09
-SqRt(Dis.Eating)
.91
1.39
.86
1.46
.07
.13
*
**
indicates p<.05; indicates p<.01
-- indicates that an F-statistic was not calculated for the non-transformed variable.

Conversely, the average level of Social Support Influence and Negative and Positive Appearance
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Feedback was greater for Black participants. Significant differences were not found between
groups in the Media Awareness and Body Shame variables. Significant differences were also not
seen in the outcome variables of Depression and Disordered Eating Behaviors. There was only
one significant difference within the group of Black participants (Table 7). Participants from
VSU reported higher frequencies of Negative Appearance Feedback compared to Black
participants from VCU.

Table 7. Descriptive statistics: Black participant within group comparison
VCU Black
VSU Black
Within group
participants
participants
comparison
Mean
F-test
Difference Statistic
M
SD
M
SD
Media Awareness
26.23
8.74
26.24
8.56
-.01
<.01
Social Support Influence
13.77
3.95
14.75
4.78
-.98
2.01
Positive Appearance
2.58
.89
2.82
1.01
-.24
2.72
Feedback
Negative Appearance
1.98
.76
2.42
.90
-.44
11.40**
Feedback
Internalization
23.27
7.95
21.41
8.91
1.86
2.05
Self-Surveillance
4.39
.90
4.11
1.01
.27
3.46
Body Shame
3.17
1.21
3.34
1.28
-.17
.83
Skin Tone Surveillance
2.83
1.79
2.46
1.55
.37
2.15
Skin Color Dissatisfaction
2.63
1.62
2.19
1.57
.45
3.34
Depression
11.75
4.79
11.44
5.52
.31
.14
Disordered Eating Behaviors 2.41
5.45
3.23
7.90
-.82
-SqRt(Dis.Eating)
.76
1.36
.94
1.54
-.18
.63
*
**
indicates p<.05; indicates p<.01
-- indicates that an F-statistic was not calculated for the non-transformed variable.

Bivariate Correlations
Bivariate relationships between path model variables. The bivariate correlations
presented in Tables 8 and 9 represent the correlations between the variables of each path model.
While the magnitude of some correlations aligned with the a priori hypotheses, others did not.
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White participants. Media Awareness and Social Support Influence were significantly
correlated with Internalization, as predicted. Further, Internalization was significantly correlated
with both Surveillance and Body Shame. These relationships were moderate, which suggested
the direct effects may be significant in the models. While Negative Appearance Feedback was
positively associated with many of the mediating and outcome variables in the model, Positive
Appearance Feedback had associations contrary to the predicted direction. Body Shame was
also moderately correlated with the proposed outcome variables of Depression and Disordered
Eating Behaviors.

Table 8. Bivariate correlations for White participants
1
1. Media Awareness

2

3

4

5

.19*

1

3. Positive Appearance Feedback

.01

-.18*

.04

**

-.05

1

.49** .19*

-.09

.01

5. Internalization
6. Self-Surveillance
7. Body Shame
8. Depression

7

8

9

1

2. Social Support Influence
4. Negative Feedback

6

.34

**

.29

**

.12

9. Disordered Eating Behaviors
.11
*
**
indicates p<.05; indicates p<.01

.50

.16
.44

*

**

1

-.21

**

-.43

**

1

-.01 .62**
.37

**

.47

**

1
.51**

1

.18* -.22** .19* .30** .25** .42**
.34

**

-.06 .27

**

.28

**

.29

**

.38

**

1
.29**

1

Black participants. Similar to the White participants’ correlations, Media Awareness and
Social Support Influence were significantly correlated with Internalization, as predicted. In
addition, Negative Appearance Feedback was positively associated with many of the mediating
and outcome variables. However, Positive Appearance Feedback had significant associations
opposite to those predicted. Internalization was also significantly correlated with both
Surveillance and Body Shame as well as Skin Tone Surveillance. These relationships were
moderate, which suggested they may be significant in the models. Body Shame was also
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Table 9. Bivariate correlations for Black participants
1
1. Media Awareness

2

3

4

5

6

.17*

1

3. Positive Appearance Feedback

-.04

-.25**

.14

**

-.18*

1

*

-.12

.13

1

.09

.46**

5. Internalization

**

.59

**

.33

.19

**

**

.34

.23

7. Body Shame

.32**

.32** -.25** .29** .49** .38**

9. Skin Color Dissatisfaction
10. Depression
11. Disordered Eating Behaviors
*
indicates p<.05; ** indicates p<.01

9

10

11

1

6. Self-Surveillance
8. Skin Tone Surveillance

8

1

2. Social Support Influence
4. Negative Appearance Feedback

7

**

.35

-.37

.43**

**

**

-.12

*

.18

.09

*

-.16

.03

.40

.22**

.16*

-.17*

.10

.38** .26** .35** .34** .42**

*

*

*

.16

-.20

67

.18

49

1

**

.09

.09

.06

**

1

**

.14

.33
.34

**

.20

.34

**

.40

1
.70**
**

.22

1
**

.20

1
.30**

1

moderately correlated with the proposed outcome variables of Depression and Disordered Eating
Behaviors. In addition, Skin Tone Surveillance was moderately to highly correlated with the
outcomes of Skin Color Dissatisfaction a Depression.
Between group differences. While many of the correlations between groups for the
common variables were similar, there were some distinct differences. In some cases, significant
correlations seen in one group were not found in the other. In addition, some correlations were
significantly stronger in one group compared to the other. In the White participant group, there
were significant, positive associations between Negative Appearance Feedback and Depression
as well as Internalization and Disordered Eating Behaviors. These associations were not
significant in the Black participant group. Conversely, significant associations were found
between Media Awareness and Depression as well as Positive Appearance Feedback and
Disordered eating Behaviors in the Black participant group, but not the in the group of White
participants. There were also three correlations that were significantly stronger in the White
participants groups, Internalization and Self-Surveillance (Z= 2.04, p= .02), Positive Appearance
Feedback and Body Shame (Z= -1.83, = .03), and Social Support Influence and Disordered
Eating Behaviors (Z= 1.70, p= .04).
Bivariate relationships between demographic and path model variables. The
bivariate relationships between participants’ demographic information and the path model
variables were also assessed (Tables 10 and 11). Six significant associations were seen in the
White participants’ correlations. Three of these associations were with the Disordered Eating
Behaviors outcome variable, including Age, University Level, and Physical Activity. Three
significant associations were also found with the Disordered Eating Behaviors variables in the
Black participant group, including Relationship Status, Smoking and Alcohol Consumption.
There were several noteworthy significant relationship between alcohol consumption and the
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model’s mediating variables, including Internalization, Self-Surveillance and Body Shame.
Table 10. Bivariate correlations for White participants’ demographics and model variables
Uni. Family
In a
Physical
Age
Smoking Alcohol
Level Income Relationship Activity
1. Media Awareness
.01
.02
-.001
-.15
-.05
.06
.01
*
2. Social Support Influence .01
.03
.05
.04
-08
.19
.09
3. Positive Appearance
-.01 -.13
.10
-.09
.04
.13
.13
Feedback
4. Negative Appearance
.13
.05
-.15
-.02
-.09
.06
-.06
Feedback
5. Internalization
-.01
.01
.07
-.12
.14
.01
.125
6. Self-Surveillance
-.07
.03
.06
-.14
-.01
-.05
.05
7. Body Shame
-.01
.05
.04
-.01
.06
-.03
-.02
8. Depression
-.04 <.001
-.5
.01
-.11
.09
.01
9. Disordered Eating
-.20* -.18*
.04
.07
.17*
.07
.002
Behaviors
*
indicates p<.05; ** indicates p<.01
Table 11. Bivariate correlations for Black participants’ demographics and model variables
Age

Uni.
Level

-.13

-.04

.03

-.16*

-.08

.16*

.22**

2. Social Support Influence -.09

-.07

.11

02

.01

.20**

.18*

3. Positive Appearance
Feedback

.16*

.05

.05

-.18*

.13

-.06

-.01

4. Negative Appearance
Feedback

-.07

-.003

.17*

-.01

-.05

.04

.15

5. Internalization

-.06

.09

-.05

-.11

.05

.05

.25**

6. Self-Surveillance

-.17*

-.02

.05

-.07

.002

.08

.21**

7. Body Shame

-.04

.05

-.06

.01

.11

.06

.23**

8. Skin Tone Surveillance

.01

.12

-.07

.03

.07

.10

.05

9. Skin Color
Dissatisfaction

-.07

.08

-.07

-.01

.14

.04

.09

10. Depression

-.02

-.02

-.10

-.04

-.05

.11

.14

-.04

.16*

.07

.22**

.24**

1. Media Awareness

11. Disordered Eating
-.01
.04
Behaviors
*
indicates p<.05; ** indicates p<.01

Family
In a
Physical
Smoking Alcohol
Income Relationship Activity
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Model Analysis: White Participants
Piecewise model analysis. Step 1 tested the associations between the four exogenous
variables (Table 12). Social Support Influence was significantly related to the other three
exogenous variables. However, the remaining three variables did not have significant
relationships with each other. These three relationships were constrained to zero in the
subsequent analyses.
In Step 2, the individual relationships between the group of exogenous variables with
each of the mediating and outcome variables were tested (Table 13). Most of the hypothesized
direct effects were significant, with the exception of Social Support Influence and
Internalization, and Negative Appearance Feedback and Self-Surveillance. These non-significant
direct paths were excluded from the subsequent steps. Media Awareness had a significant direct
relationship with both Self-Surveillance and Body Shame. Further, Positive Appearance
Feedback was directly related to Depression, and Social Support Influence had a significant
direct path to Disordered Eating Behavior. These four direct effects were not specified a priori,
but were tested further in subsequent steps.
Steps 3a and 3b assessed the first sets of mediated relationships, which included the
significant exogenous variables from Step 2 and Internalization, with Self-Surveillance or Body
Shame (Table 14). The significant relationships from Step 2 remained, except certain
relationships with Media Awareness. With the addition of Internalization as a mediating variable,
Media Awareness no longer had a significant direct effect with Self-Surveillance or Body
Shame, suggesting that these relationships are fully-mediated by Internalization. As such, these
direct paths were excluded from the remaining steps.
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Table 12. Step 1: Exogenous variable relationships for White participants
B
SE
p-value
Social Support Influence
Media Awareness
.19
.08
.01
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.18
.08
.03
Negative Appearance
.50
.07
<.01
Feedback
Media Awareness
Positive Appearance Feedback
.01
.09
.91
Negative Appearance
.04
.08
.63
Feedback
Positive Appearance Feedback
Negative Appearance
-.05
.08
.51
Feedback

Table 13. Step 2: Relationships between the exogenous and endogenous variables for
White participants
B
SE
p-value
Internalization with
Media Awareness
0.47
0.07
<.01
Social Support Influence
0.13
0.08
0.11
Positive Appearance Feedback
-0.08
0.07
0.29
Negative Appearance Feedback
-0.08
0.08
0.33
Self-Surveillance with
Media Awareness
0.32
0.08
<.01
Social Support Influence
0.12
0.08
0.17
Positive Appearance Feedback
-0.20
0.07
<0.01
Negative Appearance Feedback
-0.09
0.08
0.24
Body Shame with
Media Awareness
.26
.07
<.01
Social Support Influence
.22
.08
<.01
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.40
.07
<.01
Negative Appearance Feedback
.25
.07
<.01
Depression with
Media Awareness
.11
.07
.15
Social Support Influence
.05
.08
.51
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.20
.07
<.01
Negative Appearance Feedback
.15
.08
.06
Disordered Eating with
Media Awareness
.06
.07
.43
Social Support Influence
.26
.09
<.01
Positive Appearance Feedback
<-.01
.08
.96
Negative Appearance Feedback
.15
.11
.16
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Table 14. Steps 3 and 4: Piecewise analysis results for White participants
Step
Relationships
B
Internalization with
Media Awareness
.49
3a
Self-Surveillance with
Media Awareness
.06
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.16
Internalization
.58

3b

4

Internalization with
Media Awareness
Body Shame with
Media Awareness
Social Support Influence
Positive Appearance Feedback
Negative Appearance Feedback
Internalization
Internalization with
Media Awareness
Self-Surveillance with
Positive Appearance Feedback
Internalization
Body Shame with
Social Support Influence
Positive Appearance Feedback
Negative Appearance Feedback
Internalization
Self-Surveillance

SE

p-value

.71

<.01

.08
.07
.07

.44
.02
<.01

.49

.07

<.001

.07
.17
-.36
.27
.38

.07
.08
.06
.06
.07

.31
.03
<.01
<.01
<.01

.49

.07

<.01

-.16
.61

.07
.06

.02
<.01

.16
-.31
.28
.24
.29

.07
.06
.06
.08
.07

.02
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01

In Step 4, the significant relationships from Step 3 were combined, with the addition of a
direct path from Self-Surveillance to Body Shame (Table 14). All of the relationships were
significant, so Step 5 included the addition of the relevant outcome relationships to the existing
model (Table 15). Body Shame was significantly related to both outcomes, but Self-Surveillance
was not. With the addition of the other variables in the model, the direct effect between Positive
Appearance Feedback and Depression was no longer significant. However, despite not being
specified a priori, the direct path from Social Support Influence to Disordered Eating Behaviors
remained significant. These non-significant relationships were removed from the model to create
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the final analyzed model (Figure 5).

Table 15. Step 5: Piecewise analysis results for White participants
Relationships
B
SE
Internalization with
Media Awareness
.49
.07
Self-Surveillance with
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.16
.07
Internalization
.61
.06
Body Shame with
Social Support Influence
.16
.07
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.31
.06
Negative Appearance Feedback
.28
.05
Internalization
.24
.08
Self-Surveillance
.28
.07
Depression
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.07
.08
Self-Surveillance
.05
.09
Body Shame
.36
.08
Disordered Eating Behaviors
Social Support Influence
.22
.09
Self-Surveillance
.14
.08
Body Shame
.21
.09

p-value
<.01
.02
<.01
.02
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
.39
.57
<.01
.02
.08
.02

There were multiple paths specified a priori (Figure 3) that were not significant, and
excluded from this final model (Figures 5). As the bivariate correlations foreshadowed (Table 8),
there was not a strong relationship between the frequency of receiving Negative Appearance
Feedback and level of Self-Surveillance. Despite the positive correlation between Social Support
Influence and Self-Surveillance, this relationship was not significant within the piecewise
analysis.
Model fit: Final model. The fit indices reported in Table 16 indicate that final model had
good fit overall. The X2 (X2=19.34, p=.56, df=21) was not significant, the RMSEA was below
.06 and the CFI was greater than .95. These fit indices suggest adequate fit. There were no
standardized covariance residuals over the suggested value of I3I (Table 17). Since this model
had acceptable fit, the parameter estimates were further interpreted.
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Figure 5. Final analyzed model of objectification: White females
Sources of sexual objectification
Self–Surveillance
D=.60

Media Awareness
*

.49

-.16

**

Positive
Appearance
Feedback Weight and
Shape
Negative
Appearance
Feedback –
Weight and
Shape

.61

**

.28

.24

**

.21

*

.28

**

**

**

Social Support
Influence
*

.29

Internalization
D=.76

-.31

Disordered
Eating
Behaviors
D=.83

**

.16

Body Shame
D=.47

*

.41

Depression
D=.83

**

indicates p<.05; ** indicates p<.01

Table 16. Chi-square and Goodness of Fit indices for each model
p-value
Model
X2
df
CFI
RMSEA

RMSEA 90%
CI

White Participants

19.34

.56

21

1.00

.00

.00 - .06

Black Participants

36.35

.38

35

.995

.02

.00 -.06

Direct and indirect effects. The estimated direct effects are presented in Figure 5 and
Tables 18 and 19. Positive Appearance Feedback was directly related to Self-Surveillance and
Body Shame, and Negative Appearance feedback was directly related to Body Shame. Social
Support Influence was significantly related to Body Shame. There were significant direct effects
between Internalization, and Self-Surveillance and Body Shame. Body Shame was significantly
and directly related to both Depression and Disordered Eating. Finally, there was a significant
direct effect between Social Support Influence and Disordered Eating Behaviors.
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Table 17. Standardized covariance residuals for the model with White females
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. Media Awareness

--

2. Social Support Influence

.47

.46

3. Positive Appearance
Feedback

.04

-.70

.00

4. Negative Appearance
Feedback

.51

.51

-.66

.00

5. Internalization

--

1.48

-1.15

.11

.00

6. Self-Surveillance

.66

1.28

-1.30

-.12

1.02

.81

7. Body Shame

.83

1.37

-1.11

.39

.97

.99

1.08

8. Depression

.30

.29

-.87

.61

1.88

.73

.81

.37

9. Disordered Eating
Behaviors

.12

.59

1.16

.69

2.05

2.50

1.00

.64

9

.52

Three of the four exogenous and mediating variables had significant indirect effects with
the two outcome variables. Media Awareness was significantly, indirectly related to SelfSurveillance and Body Shame. These relationships were fully mediated via Internalization, as
predicted. Media Awareness was also significantly and indirectly related to Disordered Eating
and Depression, and these relationships were fully mediated via Internalization, SelfSurveillance, and Body Shame. Only the direct effect from Social Support Influence to Body
Shame and Disordered Eating Behaviors were significant.
There was a significant indirect effect between Internalization and Body Shame via SelfSurveillance. Since Internalization and Body Shame also had a significant direct relationship,
Self-Surveillance only partially mediated the relationship between Internalization and Body
Shame. The fully mediated relationships between Internalization and Disordered Eating as well
as Internalization and Depression were also significant. Both Positive and Negative Appearance
Feedback had significant indirect relationships with the outcomes of Depression and Disordered
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Eating Behaviors. These indirect relationships were negative for positive feedback, whereas they
were positive for negative feedback. Finally, Self-Surveillance had a significant indirect effect
with both Depression and Disordered Eating via Body Shame.

Table 18. Standardized parameter estimates for the model with White females
Relationships
B
SE
p-value
Internalization with
Media Awareness
.49
.07
<.01
Self-Surveillance with
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.16
.07
.02
Internalization
.61
.06
<.01
Body Shame with
Social Support Influence
.16
.07
.02
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.31
.06
<.01
Negative Appearance Feedback
.28
.06
<.01
Internalization
.24
.08
<.01
Self-Surveillance
.29
.07
<.01
Depression
Body Shame
.41
.06
<.01
Disordered Eating Behaviors
Social Support Influence
.21
.09
.02
Body Shame
.28
.08
<.01
Table 19. Standardized direct and indirect effects for the model with White females
Media
Positive
Negative
InternaliSelfSocial
AwareAppearance Appearance
zation
Surveillance
Support
ness
Feedback
Feedback
.49**

--

--

--

--

SelfSurveillance

(.30**)

--

-.16*

--

.61**

Body Shame

(.20**)

.16*

Internalization

-.31**
(-.05*)
(-.15**)

.28**

.24**
(.18**)
(.17**)

Depression
(.08**)
(.07*)
(.12**)
Disordered
.21**
Eating
(.06**)
(-.10**)
(.08**)
(.12**)
(.05)
Behaviors
Note. Values outside the parentheses represent the standardized direct effects.
Values inside the parentheses represent the standardized indirect effects.
*
indicates p<.05; ** indicates p<.01
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Body
Shame

-.29**

--

(.12**)

.41**

(.08*)

.28**

Variance explained. The disturbance terms for each of the endogenous variables are also
presented in Figure 5. The disturbance term indicates the amount of variance in the variable left
unexplained by the model. Therefore, 1-D represents the amount of variance that is explained.
Twenty-four percent of the variance in Internalization was explained by Media Awareness.
Internalization and Positive Appearance Feedback accounted for 40% of the variance in SelfSurveillance. Internalization, Surveillance, and Positive and Negative Appearance Feedback
explained 53% of the variance in Shame; a significant amount of variance to be explained in any
one variable. This model explained 17% of the variance in both Disordered Eating Behaviors and
Depression.
Model Analysis: Black Participants
Piecewise model analysis. Step 1 assessed the relationships between the four exogenous
variables (Table 20). Social Support Influence was significantly related to the other three
exogenous variables and Positive and Negative Appearance Feedback were significantly related.
The relationships between Media Awareness and Positive and negative Feedback were nonsignificant. These three relationships were constrained to zero in the subsequent analyses.

Table 20. Step 1: Exogenous variable relationships for Black females
B
SE
p-value
Social Support Influence with
Media Awareness
.18
.08
.03
Positive Appearance Feedback
.24
.07
.001
Negative Appearance Feedback
.32
.08
<.01
Media Awareness with
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.03
.08
.68
Negative Appearance Feedback
.13
.07
.07
Positive Appearance Feedback with
Negative Appearance Feedback
-.18
.08
.02

In Step 2, the relationships between the group of exogenous variables with each of the
endogenous variables were tested (Table 21). Most of the hypothesized direct effects were
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significant, with the exception of Social Support Influence and Internalization, and Negative
Appearance Feedback and Self-Surveillance. These direct paths were excluded from the
subsequent steps. Media Awareness had a significant direct relationship with, Self-Surveillance,
Body Shame and Skin Tone Surveillance. Further, Media Awareness was significantly related to
Depression and Skin Color Dissatisfaction. These five direct effects were not specified a priori,
but were tested further in subsequent steps.
Steps 3a, 3b and 3c assessed the first set of mediated relationships, which included the
significant exogenous variables from Step 2 and Internalization, with Self-Surveillance, Body
Shame or Skin tone Surveillance individually (Table 22). The significant relationships from Step
2 remained, except Media Awareness. With the addition of Internalization as a mediating
variable, Media Awareness no longer had a significant direct effect with Self-Surveillance, Skin
Tone Surveillance or Body Shame, suggesting that these relationships are fully-mediated by
Internalization. In addition, the direct path from Positive Appearance Feedback to Body Shame
was no longer significant with the addition of Internalization as a mediating variable. As such,
these direct paths were excluded from the remaining steps.
In Steps 4a and 4b, the significant relationships from Step 3 were combined, with the
addition of a direct path from Self-Surveillance to Body Shame (4a) and from Skin Tone
Surveillance to Body Shame (4b) (Table 22). All of the relationships were significant, so Step 5
included the path from both Self-Surveillance and Skin Tone Surveillance to Body Shame (Table
23). With the inclusion of both paths, the direct effect between Self-Surveillance and Body
Shame was no longer significant. As such, it was excluded from the subsequent analyses.
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Table 21. Step 2: Relationships between the exogenous and individual endogenous
variables for Black females
B
SE
p-value
Internalization with
Media Awareness
.58
.07
<.01
Social Support Influence
.06
.08
.45
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.07
.06
.25
Negative Appearance Feedback
.02
.06
.74
Self-Surveillance with
Media Awareness
.31
.07
<.01
Social Support Influence
.10
.08
.22
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.34
.07
<.01
Negative Appearance Feedback
-.05
.08
.56
Body Shame with
Media Awareness
.27
.07
<.01
Social Support Influence
.17
.07
.02
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.17
.08
.04
Negative Appearance Feedback
.17
.07
.01
Skin Tone Surveillance with
Media Awareness
.35
.07
<.01
Social Support Influence
-.01
.09
.96
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.11
.07
.14
Negative Appearance Feedback
<-.01
.09
.96
Skin Color Dissatisfaction with
Media Awareness
.19
.07
<.01
Social Support Influence
.03
.08
.76
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.15
.09
.09
Negative Appearance Feedback
-.03
.08
.73
Depression with
Media Awareness
.19
.09
.02
Social Support Influence
.08
.09
.39
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.13
.07
.07
Negative Appearance Feedback
.02
.09
.79
Disordered Eating with
Media Awareness
.06
.06
.32
Social Support Influence
.07
.08
.38
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.15
.07
.04
Negative Appearance Feedback
.12
.08
.12
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Table 22. Steps 3 and 4: Piecewise analysis results for Black females
Step
Relationships
B
Internalization with
Media Awareness
.60
3a
Self-Surveillance with
Media Awareness
.12
Positive Appearance Feedback
.35
Internalization
-.33

3b

3c

4a

4b

Internalization with
Media Awareness
Body Shame with
Media Awareness
Social Support Influence
Positive Appearance Feedback
Negative Appearance Feedback
Internalization
Internalization with
Media Awareness
Skin Tone Surveillance with
Media Awareness
Internalization
Internalization with
Media Awareness
Self-Surveillance with
Positive Appearance Feedback
Internalization
Body Shame with
Social Support Influence
Negative Appearance Feedback
Internalization
Self-Surveillance
Internalization with
Media Awareness
Skin Tone Surveillance with
Internalization
Body Shame with
Social Support Influence
Negative Appearance Feedback
Internalization
Skin Tone Surveillance
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SE

p-value

.06

<.01

.09
.09
.07

.16
<.01
<.01

.60

.06

<.001

.03
.15
-.14
.17
.42

.09
.07
.07
.06
.08

.70
.04
>.05
.01
<.01

.60

.06

<.01

.11
.42

.09
.09

.24
<.01

.60

.06

<.01

-.33
.43

.07
.06

<.01
<.01

.15
.19
38
.16

.07
.07
.08
.08

.03
<.01
<.01
.04

.60

.06

<.01

.49

.07

<.01

.18
.18
.33
.25

.07
.07
.07
.07

.01
.01
<.01
<.01

Table 23. Step 5: Piecewise analysis results for Black females
Relationships
B
SE
Internalization with
Media Awareness
.60
.06
Self-Surveillance with
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.33
.07
Internalization
.43
.06
Skin Tone Surveillance
Internalization
.49
.07
Body Shame with
Social Support Influence
.16
.07
Negative Appearance Feedback
.19
.07
Internalization
.28
.08
Self-Surveillance
.13
.07
Skin Tone Surveillance
.24
.07

p-value
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
.02
.01
<.01
.08
<.01

In Step 6, the relevant outcome relationships were added to the existing model (Table
24). The direct effects for Skin Tone Surveillance and Skin Color Dissatisfaction and Skin Tone
Surveillance and Depression remained significant. Despite not being specified a priori, the direct
path from Self-Surveillance and Skin Color Dissatisfaction was significant. Body Shame was
significantly related to Depression and Disordered Eating Behaviors, but Self-Surveillance and
Skin Tone Surveillance were not. With the addition of the other variables in the model, the direct
effect between Media Awareness and Depression and Skin Color Dissatisfaction were no longer
significant. In addition, the direct relationship between Positive Appearance Feedback and
Disordered Eating Behaviors was not significant. The non-significant relationships were
excluded from the model to create the final model to be analyzed (Figure 6).
Model fit: Final model. The fit indices reported in Table 16 indicate that final model had
good fit overall. The X2 (X2=36.88, p=.38, df=35) was not significant, the RMSEA was below
.06 and the CFI was greater than .95. There was one standardized covariance residuals over the
suggested value of I3I (Table 25), between Internalization and Shame. Since this model had
acceptable fit overall, the parameter estimates were further interpreted.
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Table 24. Step 6: Piecewise analysis results for Black females
Relationships
B
SE
Internalization with
Media Awareness
.60
.06
Self-Surveillance with
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.33
.07
Internalization
.43
.06
Skin Tone Surveillance
Internalization
.49
.07
Body Shame with
Social Support Influence
.18
.07
Negative Appearance Feedback
.18
.06
Internalization
.33
.07
Skin Tone Surveillance
.25
.07
Skin Color Dissatisfaction with
Media Awareness
-.10
.06
Skin Tone Surveillance
.68
.07
Self-Surveillance
.15
.07
Body Shame
.04
.07
Depression with
Media Awareness
.07
.09
Self-Surveillance
.06
.08
Skin Tone Surveillance
.19
.09
Body Shame
.23
.08
Disordered Eating Behaviors with
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.09
.07
Self-Surveillance
.02
.08
Skin Tone Surveillance
.06
.09
Body Shame
.34
.07
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p-value
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
.01
.01
<.01
.12
<.01
.05
.59
.42
.48
.03
<.01
.21
.78
.50
<.01

Table 25. Standardized covariance residuals for the model with Black females
1
2
3
4
5
6
1. Media Awareness
-2. Social Support Influence 1.03
.63
3. Positive Appearance
-.59
-.79
-Feedback
4. Negative Appearance
1.83
.85
-.10
.00
Feedback
5. Internalization
.05
1.65
.1.43
1.80
-6. Self-Surveillance
1.46
1.52
-1.81
.42
1.59
1.02
7. Body Shame
.80
1.37
-1.96
1.60
3.45
2.05
8. Skin Tone Surveillance
1.48
.58
-1.43
.73
.00
1.72
9. Skin Color
.65
.65
-1.47
.36
.91
1.50
Dissatisfaction
10. Depression
1.11
1.22
-1.64
.59
2.24
1.83
11. Disordered Eating
.03
.78
-2.04
1.30
-.49
1.35
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7

8

9

.90
.55

.00

.73

.50

.69

.59
.45

.54
.75

1.08
.88

10

11

.58
.74

.20

Direct and indirect effects. The estimated direct effects are presented in Figure 6 and
Tables 26 and 27. Media Awareness was directly related to Internalization. Internalization and
Positive Appearance Feedback were directly related to Self-Surveillance. There were significant,
positive direct effect between Internalization and Skin Tone Surveillance. Internalization,
Negative Appearance Feedback, Social Support Influence and Skin Tone Surveillance were
directly related to Body Shame. Further, Skin Tone Surveillance had a significant direct effect on
Depression and Skin Color Dissatisfaction. Self-Surveillance also had a significant relationship
with Skin Color Dissatisfaction. Finally, Body Shame was significantly and directly related to
Depression and Disordered Eating.

Figure 6. Final analyzed model of objectification: Black females
Sources of sexual objectification
Self–Surveillance
D=.71

Media
Awareness
-.33

.43

Positive
Appearance
FeedbackWeight and
Shape
Negative
Appearance
Feedback –
Weight and
Shape

**

.39

Internalization
D=.64

.33

**

*

*

Body Shame
D=.65
.18

.25

**

Depression
D=.85

**

18

**

.49

**

.25

**

Skin Tone-Specific
Surveillance
D=.76

Social Support
Influence
*

Disordered
Eating
Behavior
D=.84

**

.60**

.22

.67

**

**

.12

*

Skin Color
Dissatisfaction
D=.51

indicates p<.05; ** indicates p<.01

Most of the exogenous and mediating variables had significant indirect effects with the
three outcome variables, Depression, Disordered Eating Behaviors and Skin Color
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Dissatisfaction. Positive Appearance Feedback did not have a significant indirect effect on Skin
Color Satisfaction. Media Awareness was significantly, indirectly related to Self-Surveillance,
Skin Tone Surveillance and Body Shame. These relationships were fully mediated via
Internalization, as predicted. Media Awareness was also significantly and indirectly related to
Disordered Eating, Depression, and Skin Color Dissatisfaction; fully mediated via
Internalization, Self-Surveillance, Skin Tone Surveillance, and Body Shame. Social Support
Influence also had significant indirect relationships with Depression and Disordered Eating
Behaviors.
Table 26. Standardized parameter estimates for the model with Black females
Relationships
B
SE
p-value
Internalization with
Media Awareness
.60
.06
<.01
Self-Surveillance with
Positive Appearance Feedback
-.33
.07
<.01
Internalization
.43
.06
<.01
Body Shame with
Social Support Influence
.18
.07
.01
Negative Appearance Feedback
.18
.06
.01
Internalization
.33
.07
<.01
Skin Tone Surveillance
.25
.07
<.01
Skin Tone Surveillance with
Internalization
.49
.07
<.01
Skin Color Dissatisfaction with
Skin Tone Surveillance
.67
.06
<.01
Self-Surveillance
.12
.06
.04
Depression with
Body Shame
.25
.07
<.01
Skin Tone Surveillance
.22
.08
<.01
Disordered Eating Behaviors with
Body Shame
.39
.07
<.01

There was a significant indirect effect between Internalization and Body Shame via Skin
Tone Surveillance. Since Internalization and Body Shame also had a significant direct
relationship, Skin Tone Surveillance partially mediated the relationship between Internalization
and Body Shame. The fully mediated relationships between Internalization, and Disordered
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Table 27. Standardized direct and indirect effects for the model with Black females
Positive
Negative
Social
InternaliSelfAppearance Appearance
Media
Support
zation
Surveillance
Feedback
Feedback
Internalization
SelfSurveillance

Body
Shame

.60**

--

--

--

--

(.26**)

--

-.33**

--

.43**

--

.33**
(.12**)

--

--

**

*

**

Skin Tone
Surveillance

Body Shame

(.27 )

.18

--

.18

Skin Tone
Surveillance
Skin Color
Dissatisfaction

(-.28**)

--

--

--

.49**

--

.25**

--

(.22**)

--

(-.04)

--

(.38**)

.12*

--

.67**

Depression

(.13**)

(.04*)

--

(.05*)

(.22**)

--

.25**

.22**
(.06**)

--

.39**

(.10**)

Disordered
(.07*)
-(.07*)
(.18**)
(.11**)
Eating
Note. Values outside the parentheses represent the standardized direct effects.
Values inside the parentheses represent the standardized indirect effects.
*
indicates p<.05; ** indicates p<.01
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Eating, Depression and Skin Color Dissatisfaction were also significant. Negative Appearance
Feedback had significant indirect relationships with Depression and Disordered Eating
Behaviors. Finally, Skin Tone Surveillance had a significant, indirect relationship with
Depression, partially mediated by body Shame.
Variance explained. The disturbance terms for each of the endogenous variables are also
presented in Figure 6. As described earlier, the disturbance term indicates the amount of variance
in the variable left unexplained by the model. Thirty-six percent of the variance in Internalization
was explained by Media Awareness. Internalization and Positive Appearance Feedback
accounted for 29% of the variance in Self-Surveillance. Internalization explained 24% of the
variance in Skin Tone Surveillance. Internalization, Social Support Influence, Negative
Appearance feedback, and Skin Tone Surveillance explained 45% of the variance in Shame. This
model explained 15% of the variance in disordered eating behaviors, 16% in Depression and
49% in Skin Tone Dissatisfaction.
Between Group Model Comparison
The comparable components of the models presented in Figures 5 and 6 were compared
between White and Black participants to test for between group differences. The model
presented in Figure 7 was compared against a model in which the means were constrained to
zero to assess configural invariance between the two groups. The constrained model fit
significantly worse (∆X2=79.35, ∆df=5. P<.01), suggesting that the parameters were not equal
across the White and Black populations sampled. As the test for configural invariance was the
least restrictive model comparison hypothesis to be tested, and it failed, additional model
comparisons were not assessed. Additional differences between groups will be discussed.
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Figure 7. Model of objectification compared between White and Black women
Sources of sexual objectification
Self-Surveillance

Media Awareness

Positive
Appearance
Feedback Weight and
Shape

Disordered
Eating
Behaviors
Internalization

Negative
Appearance
Feedback –
Weight and
Shape
Social Support
Influence

Body Shame

Depression

Path Analysis Discussion
The results from Study 2 suggest that there are significant relationships between certain
sociocultural sources of objectification, body image preoccupation and the associated
consequences of depression, eating disturbances and, for Black women, skin color
dissatisfaction. Consistent with the previous study that assessed between group differences39, the
models for Black and White participants were not equivalent.
Model for White Participants
There were multiple paths specified a priori that were not significant, and excluded from
this final model. As the bivariate correlations foreshadowed, there was not a strong relationship
between the frequency of receiving Negative Appearance Feedback and level of SelfSurveillance. Despite the positive correlation between Social Support Influence and
Internalization, this relationship was not significant within the stepwise analysis.
Women who reported looking to the media more often for information on external
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appearance also tended to report increased self-surveillance and greater feelings of body shame.
These relationships were mediated by greater internalization of the ideal body type
communicated by the media. Women with higher levels of media awareness also tended to report
greater levels of depression and frequencies of disordered eating behaviors. These relationships
were mediated by increased internalization, surveillance and shame. Only the direct effect
between the influence of one’s social support network and feelings of body shame was
significant. Women who reported more appearance related comments from their friends and
family reported greater feelings of body shame. Since social support was not significantly related
to internalization, it was then not indirectly related to self-surveillance as hypothesized. Further,
appearance commentary from family and friends had a direct and significant effect on the
frequency of disordered eating behaviors, and the hypothesized indirect effect was not
significant. In addition, women who reported increased social support influence were more likely
to report higher levels of depression and this relationship was mediated by feelings of shame.
Participants who reported higher frequencies of positive appearance commentary also
tended to report lower levels of self-surveillance and body shame, as well as depression and
disordered eating. These last two relationships were mediated by surveillance and shame.
Notably, these relationships were negative associations. Conversely, an increased frequency of
negative appearance feedback was significantly and positively related to greater feelings of body
shame, but not increased self-surveillance. More frequent negative commentary was also
associated with higher levels of depressive symptoms and frequency of eating disturbances, as
mediated by shame.
Increased self-surveillance and internalization were directly related to increased feelings
of body shame and indirectly related to greater depression and eating disturbances. These
indirect relationship were mediated by body shame, as greater feelings of body shame were
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directly associated with higher reported levels of depression and disordered eating. The
important mediating role of feelings of body shame is supported both by previous research and
the model results8,30.
Model for Black Participants and Between Group Comparisons
There were multiple paths specified a priori that were not significant, and excluded from
the final model. Notably, despite the moderate, positive correlation between Social Support
Influence and Internalization, this relationship was not significant within the model. Contrary to
prediction, there was not a significant direct relationship between Positive Appearance Feedback
and Body Shame or Negative Appearance Feedback and Self-Surveillance. As the bivariate
correlations foreshadowed, there was not a strong relationship between the frequency of
receiving Negative Appearance Feedback and level of Self-Surveillance. There were moderate
significant correlations between Positive Appearance Feedback and Body Shame as well as SelfSurveillance and Body Shame, yet these paths were not significant in the stepwise analysis.
The originally hypothesized model for Black female participants was similar to the model
for White participants, but with the addition of the variables and paths related to skin color.
Increased Social Support Influence was associated with greater feelings of shame. Higher
frequencies of negative commentary were associated with increased feelings of shame. Increased
frequencies of positive appearance feedback were also associated with decreased selfsurveillance. However, unlike in White women, a similar association was not seen with feelings
of shame. Similar to White participants, increased media awareness was associated with
increased internalization, which was related to greater feelings of body shame. Specific to the
model for Black women was the addition of the skin color variables. Thus, there was an
additional positive, significant relationship between internalization and skin tone surveillance, as
well as the skin tone surveillance and the outcomes of skin color dissatisfaction and depression.
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Another between group difference, with the addition of the relationship between skin
tone surveillance and body shame, the relationship between self-surveillance and body shame
was not significant. As such, self-surveillance was not related to the outcomes of depression and
disordered eating, nor was positive appearance commentary. Increased media awareness, social
support influence and negative appearance feedback were all indirectly related to increased
depression and disordered eating behaviors, with varying mediation by internalization, shame
and skin tone surveillance. Media awareness was also associated with increased skin color
dissatisfaction, as mediated by skin tone surveillance. Further interpretations of the path analysis
results, along with the results from the focus groups, are discussed next.
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Chapter 5 Discussion

Discussion
Sexual objectification is an unfortunate, daily reality for many college women.
Sociocultural influence, stemming from friends, family and media, is one of the dominant
sources of body image preoccupations, given that women are bombarded with sexually
objectifying images and messages communicating the societal ideals of beauty on a daily basis.
The results of these studies suggest that there are significant relationships between sociocultural
sources of objectification, self-objectification and the associated consequences of shame,
depression and disordered eating behaviors for female university students. Understanding the
effects of objectification and educating young women about sources and consequences of sexual
objectification may help women recognize and limit the impact of the physical and mental health
outcomes and preserve quality of life 6,19. Further, raising both men and women’s awareness of
the consequences associated with objectifying women may help to decrease the amount of overt
objectification women experience on a daily basis. As the literature suggests that there are likely
racial differences in experiences of sexual objectification, assessing and identifying these
differences is also critical to the progression of research in this area.
Interpersonal experiences of sexual objectification can include inappropriate sexual
remarks about one’s body, leering, catcalling and unwanted sexual advances9,24,25. While all of
these forms were mentioned as examples of objectification in the focus groups, not all of the
participants’ examples of objectification were sexual in nature. Many of the examples of women
objectifying other women and comments from family and friends did not have the underlying
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sexual implication. These experiences are also supported by objectification theory3, which stems
from the theory of sexual objectification and explains how sociocultural pressures are translated
into risks and consequences for females and their bodies in a culture that tends to focus on their
objectification. These women are experiencing the objectification of their body and the related
consequences, even when the objectification does not come with explicit sexual connotations.
For example, when looking at the influence of one’s social support network as well as
appearance-related commentary, the types of comments assessed by the Family and Friends
Scale concerned one's physical appearance, but they were not sexual in nature. However, the
attention to a woman’s body can still lead to negative outcomes even without the deliberate
sexual connotation. Further, this idea of general objectification can be seen in the influence of
negative appearance commentary about a woman's weight and shape. In addition, the comments
rated by participants on the Verbal Commentary on Physical Appearance Scale were not
inherently sexual, yet increased frequency of negative comments about one's body was
associated with negative outcomes. As such, the results from these studies should be considered
and interpreted not within the context of just sexual objectification, but within the broader
context of the overall objectification of the female body.
Cultivation theory helps us to better understand the relationships in the models as well as
the experiences explained by focus group participants. Various media outlets communicate
idealized and objectified standards of beauty, thereby cultivating ideals to which women are
compared. From a cultivation theory perspective, women are then idealized and more socially
valued if they conform to these beauty ideals69. Similar to the findings in the existing
literature22,105,106, the results from both the focus groups and path analyses suggest that the media
play a critical role in the sexual and self-objectification of women and the related consequences.
The more a female believes that the various media outlets are important sources of information
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about how she should look, the more likely she is to internalize this information. Increased
internalization of the ideals communicated by the media can, in turn, lead to increased selfsurveillance behavior and feelings of body shame and well as greater depressive symptoms and
eating disturbances.
The ubiquity of sexual objectification in the lives of college women makes it seem
inevitable and unavoidable. Based on focus group participant responses related to the myriad
sources of objectification, as well as the results of the path models, it is arguable that American
society breeds a culture of sexual objectification, as it is both perpetrated and perpetuated by the
media. Focus group participants identified the critical role of the mass media in influencing the
behavior of men and women in society. The media promotes sexual objectification on a daily
basis and people in society repeat and imitate what they see in the media. Even for women who
do not rely on the media for information, people within their social support network do. These
members of their social network can communicate this information to the women in their lives.
The path model results suggest that feelings of body shame increase when a woman experiences
increased appearance-focused influence from members of her social support network. Prior
research28 supported the addition of the path from Social Support Influence to Internalization;
however, only the path to body shame was significant. This finding suggests that members of
one’s social support network can directly affect a specific aspect of a woman’s preoccupation
with her body without internalizing the beauty ideals communicated throughout society.
Multiple focus group participants recognized the potential for a woman’s family and
friends to communicate objectifying messages to her. According to the path model results,
pressure from family and friends to look a certain way indirectly influenced the frequency of
disordered eating behaviors for Black college women, and directly influenced the frequency of
disordered eating behaviors for White participants. This direct relationship is further supported
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by the significantly stronger bivariate correlation for White participants in comparison to Black
participants. Further, family and peer influence was also significantly and indirectly related to
feelings of depression. If a woman’s family and friends tell her she needs to be concerned about
her appearance or lose weight, this can induce feelings of shame because she is not meeting a
predetermined ideal of attractiveness. In addition, if a female is surrounded with family and
friends that persistently talk about how they themselves need to lose weight or look a certain
way, she may begin to share the same sentiment. Furthermore, multiple participants across focus
groups raised the issue of women objectifying other women. This influence of women
objectifying other women is seen further in the impact that a woman’s social support network
can have on her feelings of body shame and subsequent outcomes. Many people most likely do
not realize the effect they are having on those close to them when they criticize themselves.
Parents, siblings and friends should promote a positive attitude regarding physical appearance.
Genetics does not allow for a normalized body type, so members of a woman’s social support
network should not pressure her to look a particular way.
Contrary to what some of the existing objectification literature suggests, positive
appearance commentary was not positively associated with body image preoccupation and the
associated negative outcomes. While research suggests some women may focus more on the
meaning behind the compliment113,114, perhaps the women in these samples were more likely to
accept the compliment at face value. Higher frequencies of positive commentary were associated
with decreased self-surveillance behavior in these White and Black university women, as well as
decreased shame, depressive symptoms, and eating disturbances in only the White women. This
is not entirely surprising, given that the negative bivariate correlation between positive feedback
and shame was significantly stronger in the sample of White participants. Despite reporting a
lower frequency of positive appearance feedback in comparison to Black participants, the
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additional associations for the White participants may suggest that positive commentary may
serve as a partial buffer to the negative consequences associated with other forms of
objectification. The negative, significant relationships associated with positive feedback
notwithstanding, the positive associations between negative appearance feedback and the
outcomes were as expected. Similar to previous research110,111, higher frequencies of negative
body-related comments were associated with increased body shame, depression and eating
disturbances in both groups of women. This could be due, in part, to the fact that negative
appearance comments have been found to be more salient than positive appearance-related
comments25. In addition, the fact that many focus group participants reported that who was doing
the objectifying influenced their immediate response suggests that the source of the
objectification may also influence the extent to which the experience is internalized and affects
them. As such, the source may also affect the possible consequences of exposure to persistent
sexual objectification.
Focus group participants reported only negative outcomes of persistent and frequent
experiences of sexual objectification, including, emotional and mental health consequences,
normalization and acceptance, perpetuating the objectifying behavior, and negative impact on
growth and success in adulthood. If objectification is the way of life, then it will likely impact a
young woman’s relationships, education, and career. It will also likely affect the choices some
women make regarding these aspects of their lives. Some of these negative outcomes are
supported by the results of the path analyses for both White and Black women. The negative
consequences of self-surveillance, body shame, depression and disordered eating behaviors are
supported by the path model analysis results from Study 2.
Existing research suggests that while a gap in levels of body satisfaction still exists
between White and Black women, the gap is getting smaller145. Further, higher rates of
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disordered eating are not limited to White women146. On average, White participants reported
higher levels of internalization and self-surveillance. However, both White and Black
participants’ self-reported similar levels of the more detrimental outcomes of body shame,
depression and disordered eating behaviors. In both groups, eating disturbances and feelings of
depression were directly influenced by increased feelings of body image-related shame. Dieting
and disordered eating have been shown to remain constant or increase from adolescence into
early adulthood147 and depressive symptoms can impact cognitive performance. These
consequences highlight the critical need for targeting interventions and education toward
university women. If possible, these programmatic efforts should begin even earlier.
An important aim for this study was to explore and identify possible differences between
Black and White women in how they experience and perceive sexually objectifying experiences.
Regarding the focus groups results from Study 1, while similar overarching themes emerged
from the focus group discussions, idiosyncratic differences arose between groups within the
larger themes. Across focus groups, there was universal agreement that the attitudes and
behaviors of men are significant contributors to the sexual objectification of women. In addition,
the media plays a dominant role in creating the culture of objectification in which we live. There
was also some agreement across groups that some women are “asking for” the objectification
and that this behavior sets a bad precedent for the rest of women in society. There were
differences in the examples of objectification provided between groups. For example, Black
participants shared more examples or more explicit forms of objectification, and the club social
setting was a more salient environment for the objectification to occur. Furthermore, there were
differences in how some women between groups responded to objectifying experiences.
In Study 2, the model of objectification was different for White and Black participants.
Although the results indicate that sexual objectification and the associated consequences are
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experienced by both White and Black women and the individual model for each group had good
fit overall, the models were not equivalent between groups. The magnitude of the relationships
and how the variables within each model related to one another varied between groups. This is
consistent with previous research that found that the relationships between internalization and a
variety of negative psychological outcomes were present; however, the models were not
equivalent between groups39. Even without the skin color variables, the model comparison
assessment indicated that the comparable models fit differently for White and Black university
women.
For White participants, self-surveillance played a prominent role in the model. It was
directly influenced by both internalization and positive appearance feedback, it had a direct
effect with body shame, and it was indirectly related to both depression and disordered eating
behaviors. Self-surveillance had similar associations in the model in Black participants, until the
addition of skin tone-specific surveillance. As previous research suggests, skin tone influences
assessments of attractiveness102 and increased skin color satisfaction is related to more positive
body image perspectives100. After this addition, the relationship between skin tone-specific
surveillance and body shame was more prominent. These results are consistent with existing
research56 and highlight the importance of skin color when assessing objectification, body image
preoccupations, and associated outcomes in Black women. Skin tone is a relevant dimension of
habitual body monitoring and dissatisfaction for some Black women. The issue of skin color is
further compounded by the pervasive, underlying influence of racism. Black women with darker
skin are more likely to experience racial discrimination than those with lighter skin148,149.
Therefore, it is important to consider the influence of race and racism when addressing skincolor within the context of sexual objectification, especially in young women in college.
Positive appearance feedback and social support influence had significant relationships in
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the model for White participants that were not significant in the model for Black participants.
Positive appearance feedback was significantly and directly associated with body shame, and
social support influence was significantly and directly related to the frequency of disordered
eating behaviors. For both of these relationships, the correlations were significantly stronger for
the White women in comparison to the Black women.
Making Meaning of Sexual Objectification
While the specific aims of the focus groups were to inform and support the models of
Study 2 as well as provide additional context for interpretation, additional themes and
information emerged from the discussions that are worth discussing. These themes related to
body image, the role of men in objectification, immediate reactions to objectifying experiences,
as well as the struggle between personal choice and an objectifying society. Some themes also
provide additional insight into the differences between how White and Black young women
experience objectification.
Some literature suggests a closing of the gap related to the weight component of the
societal body ideal81. Previous research indicates that White women tended to report
significantly higher levels of body dissatisfaction in comparison to Black women. However,
more recent research suggests that the significant differences once seen in levels of body image
dissatisfaction between Black and White women are no longer as great. Much of the literature
surrounding sexual objectification references the “thin-ideal” promoted in Western
culture28,150,151. In this study of young college women, all focus group participants agreed that
there are ideal standards of beauty promoted in our society, but there was a lack of consensus as
to one specific ideal body type. Most of the participants believed that there are multiple ideal
body types that differ depending on the context. However, there are certain characteristics that
serve as the basis for the various ideals, including a thin waist and an hour-glass shape.
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Participants never strayed far from those particular characteristic of the ideal physique,
regardless of which group or context they were talking about. The standard ideal trait of thinness
was widely considered to be unrealistic and hard to attain, but many women strive to achieve it
anyway. These attitudes are consistent with the existing literature that suggests that the ideal
body images portrayed in the media are impractical and unobtainable for most women5,61. Black
participants also specifically discussed ideal standards of beauty pertinent to their race, including
references to Beyoncé and skin color.
A concerning theme which emerged from participants’ responses was this feeling of male
superiority and a lack of respect toward women. Participants indicated that this lack of respect
fuels the objectification of women because they do not care about what they say or do to a
woman, nor do they consider how she will feel about the objectification. Some women chalked it
up to “men will be men” and men simply lack understanding about what women actually want.
As mentioned previously, men have been socialized to believe that their behavior is not only
acceptable, but also desired. As many participants noted, a big component of sexual
objectification is viewing women as less than a person. It is difficult to treat a woman with
respect whilst discounting the attributes that make her a person. These perceptions and
experiences are indicative of the underlying issue of sexism, which includes the belief that one
sex is inferior to the other. Further, sexual objectification emanating from men has shown to be a
dominant form of everyday sexism experienced by many women on a college campus52. Some
research of particular interest suggests that exposure to sexualized images of women may make
men more likely to think of women as objects153,154, lending additional support to the strong
influence of media in the culture of objectification in American.
As a result of pervasive sexism and subsequent sexual objectification, an obstacle many
participants discussed was trying to balance self-expression with the restrictions placed on them
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by society’s culture of objectification. Many participants felt as though they should be able to
dress and behave as they choose within reason, without being subjected to the objectifying
commentary and behaviors of others. Consequently, some the women felt the need to prepare
for the anticipated objectification and restrict their behaviors to accommodate societal reality.
Select participants also believed that some women might be asking for the sexually objectifying
attention, which sets a bad precedent for how other women are expected to behave and be
treated. This suggests that certain women may bear some of the responsibility for the
objectification because of the clothes they are wearing and/or their behavior. Interestingly, Black
participants specifically discussed getting more upset when they see other Black women
behaving in this way, which coincides with their aforementioned struggle to be more
conservative in a society that encourages and praises sexuality.
Participants’ immediate reactions to sexually objectifying experiences are highly varied
and complex. Three important points can be raised from the discussion on immediate responses,
1) the feeling of being powerless to respond, 2) the impact on a woman’s cognitive resources and
3) factors influencing internalization of the objectification. Before a woman can respond, she
first has to make sense of what the person did or said. Often, by the time some women process
what is happening, it is too late to respond or stand-up for themselves. In addition, the
environment and/or source can also leave a woman feeling powerless to respond, especially
when taking her safety into consideration. Another possibility is that the normalization of this
culture of objectification has socialized women to stop responding, leaving them disempowered
to stand up for themselves and to stop the objectification. It is likely that many of these women
do have a disapproving response to what has happened; however, that does not mean that they
necessarily express it to the person objectifying them. If the woman does not respond in the
moment, she may not get that opportunity to let go of the event she has just internalized as well
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as the subsequent negative or uneasy feelings.
The complex reactions to objectification experienced by these participants can take their
toll cognitively through the disruption of attention. Research suggests that exposure to sexual
objectification can impact a woman’s cognitive performance60. Participants discussed
detrimental consequences to a woman's growth and development as possible consequences of
persistent, long-term exposure to sexually objectifying experiences. The mentally taxing nature
of their responses can help us to better understand the subsequent decrease in cognitive
performance, which can impact her growth and development, especially with regard to her
education and career. These results further highlight the importance of intervention and
education at the university level for young women. It is important to note that both White and
Black participants agreed that the environment and source of the objectification mediated their
response. However, White participants indicated far more source-dependent factors that might
influence their reactions, suggesting that objectifying experiences may be more cognitively
taxing for them, in comparison to Black women.
Persistent exposure to sexually objectifying experiences can affect a woman’s mental
health, physical health and overall well-being. Based on participants’ responses, we can start to
understand how individual instances of and reactions to objectification over an extended period
can lead to more severe consequences. While some participants discussed how women
eventually accept the objectification and stop responding, that does not mean the women are
necessarily accepting it is okay, but more so accepting it as reality and giving up on trying to do
something about it. While normalization may decrease or deter a woman’s immediate response,
it does not mean it will also inhibit the long-term consequences. The snowballing of emotion that
can occur between the individual experiences, can lead to the more serious, long-term
consequences brought on by persistent and frequent objectification.
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One of the consequences suggested by some participants is that after long-term exposure,
a woman may begin to internalize and accept the objectification and eventually become the
object. Objectification theory posits that women's bodies are objects to be looked at and
evaluated3. As a result, women are often judged and evaluated based on their external
appearance, not who they are as a person. Further, they are more likely to be valued by others
when the evaluation is more positive. The perceived societal pressure to be attractive is so
prevalent that many women internalize these attitudes and come to believe that they are defined
by how they look37. Further, some women may also start to believe that being attractive is
necessary to get ahead. Many women have learned from the media that a woman’s worth often
depends on being young and attractive, and her main responsibilities include maintaining their
youthful beauty and tending to the men in their life21,73. As a woman starts to internalize the
objectification, she may start to dress for the objectification, thereby perpetuating the cycle.
Some participants blamed the victim for opening herself up to the objectification, where other
participants explained that it is simply what the women felt she needed to do given the culture of
objectification in which she lives. This idea that women start to become the sexual object,
whether unconsciously or consciously, is an important point of concern when looking at the
long-term impact of persistent sexual objectification and should be researched further.
Participants’ comments regarding sources of and responses to sexual objectification
suggest that there is a cycle of objectification within our society. This cycle is a continuous
feedback loop that propagates sexual objectification throughout society. The media promotes the
objectification of women and the idealization of certain standards of beauty. Men and women
can internalize these images and objectify women as a result. Men are socialized to believe that
women want the attention and continue providing it, to the point where it becomes normalized.
Consequently, women accept the objectification, which leads to a lack of empowerment to stop it
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and women stop responding. It is also possible that some women may feel powerless to respond
for reasons beyond acceptance of the behavior. Further, in certain environments and with certain
sources, some women may feel powerless to respond and to stand-up for themselves. This lack
of response on the part of the recipient may contribute to the normalization of objectification
discussed by participants. Women can also begin to self-objectify. It is a cyclical issue. Sexual
objectification is perpetuated by the media’s promotions, people objectifying others in daily life,
or women becoming numb to the experiences and do not respond or do not feel empowered to
respond. No matter where you look in the cycle, the persistent and long-term exposure to these
events can have significant consequences on women.
Strengths and Limitations
There are several notable strengths and limitations of the current research. A dominant
strength of this research is that it contributes to both the quantitative and qualitative
objectification theory literature, and it does so in more ways than one. These studies assess racial
differences as well as models that have not been tested before. However, all of the data collected
were self-reported and cross-sectional. As such, the directionality of the examined relationships
could not be determined using the current methodology. Although significant relationships were
found, these are only correlational and causation cannot be established. Further, this research is
based on a convenience sample of college attendees and a limited age range. However, given the
potentially serious health consequences persistent objectification could have on young college
women, this is a population of particular public health interest.
Questions in both the focus groups and the surveys related to sensitive topics; therefore, a
tendency to lean toward socially desirable answers was a possibility. Based on the candor with
which focus group participants spoke, they did not appear to be inhibited by the topics at hand.
For the path analysis surveys, the use of online survey administration was both a strength and a
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weakness of this study. Online data collection has shown to be helpful in the collection of data
about sensitive topics124. Validity measures were established to prevent unintentional missing
data. However, for ethical reasons, participants were given the option to “Choose not to
respond.” Some participants used this option liberally, leading to excessive missing data and
exclusion from analysis. Some missing data could have been due to confusion with the
instructions for completing the measure, particularly the Family and Friends Scale. In future
research, online administration could help circumvent some of these issues by implementing
automatic skip patterns. Further, with online administration, participants may be engaging in
other activities while completing the survey or may not complete the survey in one sitting,
opening up additional avenues for confounding not experienced with in-person administration.
Finally, while a strength of this project is that it both qualitatively and quantitatively
examined racial differences in how Black and White women experience sexual objectification, a
limitation is the lack of quantitative assessment of within group differences. Data descriptives for
demographic and path model variables were assessed both between the two racial groups and
within the two groups Black of participants. The bivariate correlations between the demographic
and path model variables revealed some within group differences between the two schools for
the sample of Black participants. However, given the scope of the current study, the full extent of
these differences were not explored. Additional focus groups would also aid in the in-depth
exploration of these intra-racial differences. There were also significant differences between
White and Black participants in the demographic variables that could have influenced the
comparability of models as well as the generalizability of the findings.
Future Research
The immediate responses women experience to objectifying experiences can negatively
affect their lives by making them feel uncomfortable, uneasy and/or unsafe. While a lot of
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research focuses on the impact of media, the focus group participants’ responses indicate that the
interpersonal forms of objectification are likely more salient. Further, the immediate reactions
women experience are more so with these interpersonal experiences and less when seeing it in
the media. As such, these reactions must be taken into consideration when assessing the impact
of sexual objectification and how to address it. Additional research needs to include an
assessment of the effect these immediate responses can have on a woman’s daily life as well as
how they may mediate the possible long-term consequences. Future research should also explore
how the factors which mediate a woman’s immediate response influence the long-term effects.
As some focus group participants discussed, there is a possibility that objectification becomes
normalized, and a woman could eventually accept that objectification may be inevitable and
become conditioned to stop responding. Further research should also attempt to assess how
responses can change over time and influence the long-term consequences.
Existing research suggests that the impact of negative or positive appearance commentary
can moderate the effect that it can have on a woman's body image preoccupations111. Focus
group participants discussed various factors that moderate their reaction to sexual objectification.
Future research should also investigate how these moderating factors can influence the effect that
appearance commentary, both positive and negative, can have on women’s body image concerns,
depression and eating disturbances.
Future research should also attempt to differentiate between the type of family and friend
influence by separating it into direct pressure on the participant versus being around those that
are concerned with their own appearance. Determining whether or not the type of pressure
impacts levels of body image preoccupation and subsequent outcomes is of interest to this area
of research. In addition, it will be important to assess family pressure and peer pressure
separately. The current study examined the influence of the social support network as a whole,
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but future research should examine whether friends and family, even individual family members,
can have different levels and types of impact. Further, these relationships should be researched in
younger children and adolescents to assess likely age differences, as the level of influence from
different members of one’s social support network likely changes over time.
It is important to note that few studies within the objectification literature have focused
on exclusively Black women and, more specifically, assessed within group differences. In Study
2, the correlations between the demographic and path model variables revealed some within
group differences for Black women at VCU and VSU, especially in relation to alcohol
consumption and eating disturbances. While examining these additional differences was beyond
the scope of the current study, future research should consider and assess these within group
differences as well as possible explanations. Finally, existing research supports a link between
media exposure and tanning155. While the measurement of skin color variables was limited to
Black participants because the measures were developed and tested specifically in samples of
Black women, the concept of skin color should be considered in future research with White
women.
Conclusion
The prevalence of sexual objectification and subsequent body image preoccupations has
reached epidemic proportions in America, and all portions of the population are affected. The
persistent and pervasive influence of sexism serves as an underlying, driving force for female
objectification, while the added issue of racism underlying the race-specific concerns of skin
color for Black women compound the potential impact of objectification for study participants
Understanding the critical influence of the visual media, social-support networks and social
interactions on young women's mental health is essential to addressing the personal and healthrelated consequences of sexual objectification. If the impact of various cultural media can be
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better understood, this information could influence proactive, culturally tailored approaches to
addressing sexual and self-objectification for college women. Therefore, it is important to
explore how persistent exposure to sexual objectification as well as pressure to conform to
The rich information collected through the focus groups significantly specifically
contributes to the existing literature by exploring sexual objectification beyond the typically
researched quantitative relationships in college women. Additionally, these findings suggest that
sexual objectification may result in more than just the outcomes that develop over time, such as
disordered eating behaviors and depression. The immediate reactions to objectification may also
have a critical impact on the daily lives of young college women. Further, though the
overarching themes were similar across all groups, racial differences were detected in relation to
standards of beauty, examples of experienced objectification as well as responses to
objectification. Of particular interest, many participants indicated that participating in the focus
group increased their awareness of the occurrence and seriousness of objectification. Going
along with increased awareness, some women also realized that they have become, in a sense,
desensitized because it happens so frequently and they forgot that the objectification of women
really is a big issue. This finding highlights the importance of keeping the conversation going
about sexual objectification and what it means for women in the university setting.
As culture is unavoidable, this medium of influence is of particular interest. It is
important to consider cultural appropriateness when developing health programs and the findings
of this research are important to the health of college females. Study 2 estimated models of the
sociocultural sources of objectification and subsequent outcomes. The results add important
information to the literature regarding racial differences in objectification, body image
preoccupation, depression and disordered eating for college women. There were not significant
differences between races in the sample means of body shame, depression and disordered eating
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behaviors. Further, significant associations between these variables were seen in both White and
Black women. These results suggest that programs focusing on objectification need to consider
these outcomes not just for White women, but also Black women, despite previous research
suggesting that they are more prominent issues for White females. However, the results also
highlight the important role of skin color for Black university women. The information from
these studies can hopefully be used to inform individuals of the risks associated with sexual
objectification, as well as develop educational and awareness programs on college campuses.
The current research adds to the existing objectification literature in multiple ways.
Understanding how young women experience sexual objectification and racial differences in
these experiences has implications for how we quantitatively assess objectification and related
outcomes. This information also has implications for developing appropriately tailored
prevention and public health programming related to the objectification and psychological wellbeing of college women. Importantly, the societal acceptance and tolerance of female
objectification is an underlying issue perpetuating the cycle of objectification. Therefore, in
addition to programming focused on helping young college women, stronger efforts need to be
made to address the societal norms that allow this culture of objectification to persist. However,
given the underlying issues of racism and sexism, intervention or programming efforts may also
benefit from being contextualized within a critical theory framework emphasizing evaluating and
modifying society as a whole.
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Appendix A
Focus group guide
(Prior to beginning, hand out a folder containing 2 copies of the consent form to each participant and ask
them to read over it before we begin)
1) Introduction and Group informed consent
Moderator: Thank you for taking the time to join us this evening. My name is _________________. I
will be the moderator for this focus group. This is Ellyn. She will be taking notes during the discussion.
The purpose of this focus group is to explore your experiences and feelings about how the media, such as
TV, movies, commercials, magazines and even the internet, as well as other people view women in our
society.
Before we begin, I would like to invite any questions you may have about the information in the consent
form. If you agree to participate, please sign one of the copies. Place the signed copy back in the folder,
and the other copy is for you to take home. I will collect folders at the end.
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this discussion. The discussion will last about 60 minutes. We
will begin recording the discussion when this introduction is complete. We will not use your names in the
transcripts. To promote confidentiality, let’s only use first names during the discussion.
After each question is asked, I will invite your responses. We would like everyone to contribute to the
conversation. However, please remember that if you feel at all uncomfortable with a particular topic, you
are not required to respond. We also encourage you all to talk to each other and ask each other
clarifications and questions. Before we begin the conversation, we should establish some ground rules.
Let’s please be respectful of what each other has to say. Allow each person a chance to talk and do not
talk over one another. Are there any other rules you would like to add?
2) Participant introductions
Moderator: To get acquainted, I would like everyone to introduce herself. Please tell us your first name.
Given the importance of media to this discussion, please also tell us what your favorite TV shows are to
watch.
3) Discussion
1. The focus of this discussion is the presence of sexual objectification in our society. To get started,
what do you think sexual objectification means?
Moderator: Thank you for your responses. For the purposes of this discussion, we define
Sexual objectification as when the body is viewed as an object. The emphasis is put on external
characteristics or appearances, like hair, skin color and body shape, rather than internal attributes.
2. Now, we would like to do a brief written exercise (Pass out Writing activity #1). We would like
to learn about examples of what you feel are sexual objectification. These can be examples of
sexual objectification that you have seen happen to other women either in daily life or in the
media, or they can be examples that you have personally experienced. You do not need to specify
whether or not these are personal examples. On the sheet provided, please write down you
examples of sexual objectification. When you’re finished, please place the sheet in your folder,
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and I will collect it at the end. (Allow 5 minutes for them to record their responses – or less, if
everyone appears to be done).
Moderator: There is a link between sexual objectification, especially in the media, and the idea of
beauty that is promoted in our society. Next, we want you to discuss ideal body types and shapes.
3. What body type does our society promote as ideal?
4. Is the societal ideal consistent for all women?
Moderator: Now, I would like to ask some clarification questions about the examples of sexual
objectification you provided earlier.
5. How frequently do you personally experience or see other women being sexually objectified?
6. In general, where do you see or experience sexual objectification most often?
Moderator: Now, I would like you to tell me about what, if any, affect the experiences we’ve discussed
have on you. As a reminder, you don’t have to answer if it makes you feel uncomfortable.
7. What is your immediate response when you encounter a sexually objectifying experience?
(Probe: What about when it happens to others or friends or when you see it in the media?
Does it make a difference who is doing the objectifying?)
8. Next, we are going to do a last written exercise (Pass out Writing activity #2). How do you think
frequent and persistent exposure to sexual objectification can impact a woman and her behaviors?
What are the potential long-term consequences? Once you have made your list, please indicate
the two you think are most important. When you’re finished, please place the sheet in your folder,
and I will collect it at the end. (Allow 5 minutes for them to record their responses – or less, if
everyone appears to be done. Prompt/probe, if necessary).
9. As a result of participating in this discussion, has your awareness or thoughts about sexual
objectification changed?
4) Concluding remarks
Moderator: I would like to thank you all for coming and talking with us about these topics. We
appreciate the comments you have contributed. We hope you will take some new information away from
this discussion, as well. One final thing before you leave, we need you to complete a quick
demographics survey. Once you’ve filled it out, please place it in your folder and turn it in to Ellyn,
and she will give you your gift card for participating
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Writing activity #1
Name: __________________________
Date: ___________________________
Sexual objectification occurs when the body is viewed as an object. The emphasis is put on her external
characteristics, like hair, skin color and body shape. Please write down examples of sexual objectification
that you have seen or experienced in the two categories. Please write a “1” next to the example you feel
occurs most often, and a “2” next to the example you feel occurs the second most often.
Daily life

Mass media
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Writing activity #2
Name: __________________________
Date: ___________________________
Please list the ways in which you think sexually objectifying experiences can impact the lives of women.
Please write a “1” next to the impact you think is most important, and a “2” next to the impact you think
is the second most important.
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
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